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& Christina W. T0nnesen-Friedman

Abstract. — This article gives a detailed account and a new presentation of a part of
our recent work [3] in the case of admissible ruled manifolds without blow-downs. It
also provides additional results and pieces of information that have been omitted or
only sketched in [3].
Résumé (Métriques kâhleriennes extrêmes). — Cet article fournit une étude détaillée et
une nouvelle présentations d'une partie de notre travail récent [3] dans le cas des
variétés admissibles réglées sans blow-down. Il fournit également des résultats supplémentaires et des informations qui ont été omis ou simplement esquissés dans [3].

Introduction
Compact complex manifolds which admit hamiltonian 2-forms of order 1 in the
sense of [1, 2]—cf. Section 1.8 for a formal definition—have been classified in [2]
and extensively studied in [3]. The main motivation in [3] for studying this class
of Kahler manifolds is the fact that they provide a fertile testing ground for the
conjectures relating extremal and CSC Kahler metrics to stability. In particular, by
using recent results of X. Chen-G. Tian, here quoted as Theorem 2.1, we were able
to solve in [3] a long pending open question since [42], namely the non-existence of
extremal Kahler metrics in "large" Kahler classes on "pseudo-Hirzebruch surfaces",
which was the last missing step towards the full resolution of the existence problem
of extremal Kahler metrics on geometrically ruled complex surfaces [5].
2000 Mathematics Subject Classification. — 53C20, 53C55, 53C21, 53D20.
Key words and phrases. — Kaehler manifolds, Calabi extremal metrics, space of Kaehler metrics, stability.
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The main goal of this paper is to present some salient results of our joint work [3].
To simplify the exposition, we here only consider the simple case of P1-bundles over
a product of compact Kâhler manifolds of constant scalar curvature, which in the
terminology in [3] is referred to as the case without blow-downs. This allows us for
a specific treatment, somewhat simpler than the general case worked out in [3], to
which we refer the reader for more information and details.
For the comfort of the reader, we tried to make this paper as self-contained and
easy to read as possible. With regard to [3], we introduce in places slightly different
notation and terminology, that seem to be more adapted to the specific situations
worked out in this paper. Similarly, some computations and arguments taken from
[3] here appear in a slightly different and/or a more detailed presentation. The paper
also includes new pieces of information, which were omitted or only sketched in [3],
like Proposition 1.5 in Section 1.9, Proposition A . l in Appendix A, a specific account
of the deformation to the normal cone of the infinity section in admissible ruled
manifolds, etc.

The paper is organized as follows.
In Sections 1.1 to 1.7, we set the general framework of the paper by introducing
the class of admissible ruled manifolds, the cone of admissible Kahler classes, the set
of admissible momenta and the associated set of of admissible Kahler metrics, and by
recalling the main geometric features of these metrics (isometry groups, Ricci form,
scalar curvature, etc.). In Section 1.8, we briefly explain how hamiltonian 2-forms of
order 1 arise in this setting. In Section 1.9, we use a variant of the Calabi method
in [8], also used in [42], to construct extremal admissible Kahler metrics in a given
admissible Kahler class 0; as in [42], we show that this method works successfully if
and only if the extremal polynomial FQ, canonically attached to ft, is positive on its
interval of definition. Section 1.10 is devoted to the special case of admissible ruled
surfaces, here called Hirzebruch-like ruled surfaces.
In Section 2.1, we review some well-known general facts concerning the space of
Kahler metrics in a given Kahler class on a compact complex manifold. In Section
2.2, we recall some basic results recently obtained by X. X. Chen and G. Tian, here
stated as Theorem 2.1, which play an important role in several parts of the paper.
In Section 2.3, we compute the relative Mabuchi K-energy on the space of admissible
Kahler metrics in any admissible Kahler class Q and we show that Q, admits an
extremal Kahler metric, which is then admissible up to automorphism, if and only if
FQ is positive on its interval of definition (Theorem 2.2). Proposition A . l established
in Appendix A is used to complete the proof of Theorem 2.2 in the borderline case,
when FQ is non-negative but has zeros, possibly irrational, in its interval of definition.
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In Section 3.1, we recall the interpretation given by Donaldson and adapted by
Szekelyhidi to the relative case of the Futaki invariant of an S1 -action on a general
polarized projective manifold. In Section 3.2, we construct the deformation to the
normal cone, V(M), of the infinity section
of an admissible ruled manifold M .
In Section 3.3, for any admissible polarization
on M , we turn V(M) into a test
configuration in the sense of Tian [41] and Donaldson [15], by constructing a family
of relative polarizations, parametrized by rational numbers in the interval of definition of the extremal polynomial FQ. In Section 3.4, we extend to admissible ruled
manifolds a beautiful computation done by G. Szekelyhidi [39] for ruled surfaces,
and we show that, for any rational number x in (—1,1), FQ(X) is equal, up to a constant (negative) factor, to the relative Futaki invariant of the test configuration V(M)
equipped with the relative polarization determined by x, see Theorem 3.1. Together
with Theorem 2.2, this striking—and still mysterious—fact has the following consequence: for admissible ruled manifolds and admissible Kahler classes, the relative
slope K-stability, as defined by J. Ross and R. Thomas [35, 34], implies the existence
of extremal Kahler metrics, cf. [3, Theorem 2]. For a more detailed discussion on
this matter, including the role of the examples of Section 2.4 in the current refined
definitions of the slope stability, the reader is referred to [3, Theorem 2].
Notation and convention. — For any Kahler structure (g,J,w), the riemannian
metric
the complex structure J and the Kahler form u are linked together by u =
g(J', •)• The Levi-Civita connection of g, as a covariant derivative acting on any sorts
of tensor fields, will be denoted by D9, or simply D when the metric is understood.
The twisted differential dc acting on exterior forms is defined by dc = JdJ~x, where
J acts on a p-form <p by (Jip)(Xi,..., Xp) = <p(J~lX\,..., J~1XP); in terms of the
operators d and 8 we then have dc = i(d — d) and ddc — 2idd. Our overall convention
for the curvature of a linear connection V is
y — V[x,y] — [ V x , V y ] .

1. Extremal metrics on admissible ruled manifolds
1.1. Admissible ruled manifolds. — Unless otherwise specified, M will denote
a connected, compact, complex manifold of complex dimension m > 2, of the form
(1.1)

M = P(10L),

where L denotes a holomorphic line bundle over some (connected, compact) complex
manifold S of complex dimension (ra - 1). Here, 1 stands for the trivial holomorphic
line bundle S x C and P ( 1 © L ) then denotes the projective line bundle associated to
the holomorphic rank 2 vector bundle E = 1 0 L: an element f of M over a point y
of S is then a complex line through the origin in the complex 2-plane Ey = C 0 Ly,
where Ey,Ly denote the fibres of E, L at y\ if £ is generated by the pair (z,u) in
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C 0 Ly, we write £ = (z : u). The natural (holomorphic) projection 7r : M —> S
admits two natural (holomorphic) sections: the zero section o~o : y H-* C C C 0 Ly,
and the infinity section
: j / n L y c C ® L r We denote by EQ,EQQ the images of
<TO,0"OO in M , still called zero section and infinity section, both identified with S via
7r. Each element of M \
over y has a unique generator of the form (l,u), with u
in Ly\ we thus get a natural identification of M \
with L and M can therefore be
regarded as a compactification of (the total space of) L obtained by adding a point at
infinity to each fiber. The open set Mo = M \ (Eo U Eoo) is similarly identified with
the set of non-zero elements of L.
The natural C*-action on L extends to a holomorphic C*-action on M defined by:
£ • (z : u) = (z : £u). This action pointwise fixes Eo and EQO. The vector field on M
generating the induced 51-action is denoted by T.
We furthermore assume that S = Yli^i &i 1S tne product of TV > 1 (connected,
compact) complex manifolds 5 » , of complex dimensions di, and that L comes equipped
with a (fiberwise) hermitian inner product, h, such that the curvature, i?v, of the
corresponding Chern connection, V, is of the form: Rv = —i
€i
where each
ti>Si is the Kahler form of a Kahler metric,
, on Si (viewed as a 2-form on 5 . i.e.
identified with p*(Ji, if Pi denotes the natural projection from S to Si), and
is equal
to 1 or to —1. In particular, J^^i ei [^sj = 27rci(L*), where ci(L*) denotes the first
Chern class of the dual complex line bundle L* and [cjsj the class of uiSi in H2(S, R).
Moreover, for i = 1 , . . . , N, we assume that RVi = —ieiUJSi is the Chern curvature
of a hermitian holomorphic line bundle, Li, on Si—so that (Si,(jJSi) is polarized by
Li = L~€i—and that L = ®iLiP*Li, equipped with the induced (fiberwise) hermitian
metric.
On MQ, identified with L \ EQ as above, define t by
t = logr,

(1.2)

where r = \ • \h denotes the norm relative to h, viewed as a function on L = M \ E ^ .
We then have
N
(1.3)

dCt(T) = 1,

ddCt = 7T*( Ei wSi),
i=l

where the twisted differential operator dc, as defined above, is relative to the natural
complex structure of M . The latter, as well as the complex structures of S and of
each factor Si, will be uniformly denoted by J and will be kept unchanged throughout
the paper.
Definition LI. — Ruled manifolds of the above kind, with the additional pieces of
structure described in this section, will be referred to as admissible ruled manifolds.
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Later on in this paper, we shall assume that the scalar curvature of each factor (S»» <7s»)
of S is constant, but this assumption is not needed until Section 1.9.
1.2. Admissible Kahler classes. — We denote by eo, resp. e ^ , the Poincaré
dual of (the homology class of) Eo, resp. Eoo, in H2(M,R)
(1.4)

and we set:

27^0 + 600).

£ =

The class eo + e 00 can be regarded as a projective version of the Thorn class of L,
whereas
(1.5)

TT*CI(L) = e0 -

eoo,

where c\{L) denotes the first Chern class of L (cf. Remark 1.1 below). Any element,
7, of H2(M,R) can be written in a unique way as 7 = o S + ir*a, with a in R and a
in H2(S, R ) . Moreover, in order that 7 belong to the Kàhler cone of M, it certainly
must satisfy the following two conditions: (i) its value on each fiber of 7r is positive,
hence a > 0; (ii) 7|£0 and 7|Eoo both belong to the Kàhler cone of S, via the natural
identification of E0 and Eoo with S. Now, (e0 + eoo)|E0 = e0|s0 =
e* [^sJ
and (eo+eooiiEoo — eoo|£oo — 2TT S Ì = I ei [^Si\ì via ^ne natural identification of EQ, EQO
with S (recall that eo|s0 is tne first Chern class of the normal bundle of Eo in M ,
identified with L on S; similarly, e o o ^ is the first Chern class of the normal bundle
of EQO m
identified with L* on S). It follows that does not belong to the Kàhler
cone of M , whereas
N
(1.6)

Oy =

\i ir*[u>sA + E

i=l
clearly satisfies the above conditions (i)-(ii) whenever all A^'s are real numbers greater
than 1. In fact, as will be checked in the next section (cf. Remark 1.2), Q,\ is a Kahler
class on M for any TV-tuple X = ( A i , . . . , A i v ) of real numbers such that A^ > 1,
i = 1 , . . . , N. Such TV-tuples of real numbers will be called admissible.
Definition 1,2. — A normalized admissible Kahler class is a Kahler class of the form
( 1 . 6 ) , where X is an admissible AT-tuple of real numbers. The characteristic polynomial,
PQX, of a normalized admissible Kahler class ft\ is defined by
N
(1.7)

pOy (x) =

(Xi+€i X)DI.

i=l
An admissible Kàhler class is a multiple of a normalized one by a positive real number.
The admissible Kâhler cone is the set of all admissible Kâhler classes.
Remark 1.1. — Denote by O M ( - 1 ) the tautological line bundle on M and by 0 M ( 1 )
its complex dual: for any £ = (z : u) in M, the fiber of OM(—1) at £ is the complex
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line £ itself, whereas the fiber of 0 M ( 1 ) at £ is £* = Hom(£, C ) . The natural projection
of C 0 L on C determines a holomorphic section of 0 M ( 1 ) , whose zero locus is E ^ ;
similarly, the natural projection of C 0 L on L determines a holomorphic section of
OM(X) ® L, whose zero locus is Eo. We then have
(1.8)

eoo = d ( 0 M ( l ) ) ,

e0 = CI(Om(1)) + CI(TT*L),

hence
E = 27r(2c1(0M(l)) + 7r*c1(L)),

(1.9)
and

N

(1.10)

(A,-6,)Cl(7r*Lp)).

f2x = 27r (2Cl(CM(l) +
i=1

It follows that Q,\/27r belongs to the image of H2(M,Z)
in H2(M,R)
all Aj's are (positive) integers. If so, f£X/27r = ci(!F\), with
(1.11)

^X = OM(2)0TT*

TV

i=l

L

if and only if

1 —c»A»
.
i

1.3. Admissible momenta and Kahler metrics. — For each admissible Kahler
class we construct a distinguished family of Kahler metrics called admissible. For
convenience, we restrict our attention to normalized admissible Kahler classes, i.e. to
Kahler classes which are of the form (1.6). The other ones are obtained by homothety.
Let z = z(t) be any smooth increasing function of t which, as a function on Mo,
smoothy extends to M, with z^0 = —1 and zy^^ = + 1 . Equivalently, we demand
that z, as a function of t, satisfies the following boundary conditions:
B-oo : Near t = —oc, z(t) = $_oo(e2t), where $_oo is smoothly defined on [0,e), for
some e > 0, with $_oo(0) = - 1 and ^ . ^ ( O ) > 0.
B+OQ : Near t = + o o , z(t) = $+00(e~2t), where $+oo is smoothly defined on [0,e),
for some e > 0, with $+oo(0) = +1 and $'+oo(°) < °Definition 1.3. — A smooth, increasing function z : R —• (—1,1), satisfying the
boundary conditions -B-oo and B+OQ is called an admissible momentum.
N
i=l -K*€iUJSi + dz A dct on
Because of (1.3), ipz is closed. Moreover, ipz\j:0 =

For any admissible momentum z, the 2-form ipz = z

Mq smoothly extends to M.
N
N Ei wSi, Yz|Eoo =
ib = An, mean€i LJSI, and, for any fiber 7r (y), 7T-1(y)
4=1
•1=1
ing that [i/jz] = S for any admissible momentum z. For any admissible Kâhler class
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and for any admissible momentum z, we then define
N

yi u* wSi + Yz

w = wY,z =
i=l

(1.12)

N

(Xi + Ci z) n*LJs< + dz A dct.
i=l
Then, u is closed, with [a;] = Q,\, and is positive definite with respect to J, as z'(t),
the derivative of z with respect to £, is positive; it is then the Kahler form of a Kahler
metric, g = g\^z, in Q,\. Moreover, by (1.3), LTW = —z'(t)dt = —dz, meaning that z is
a momentum of T with respect to LJ.

=

Definition 1.4. — A Kahler metric is called admissible if its Kahler form is of the form
(1.12) (for some admissible momentum z) or is a multiple of such metric by a positive
real number.
Remark 1.2. — The above construction shows that fix actually belongs to the Kahler
cone of M , as claimed in Section 1.2. This also shows that the necessary conditions
(i) and (ii) in Section 1.2 are also sufficient.
Remark 13. — In each admissible Kahler class fix, admissible Kahler metrics are, by
their very definition, in one-to-one correspondence with the space, A say, of admissible
momenta. Notice however that A is independent of Q\.
Remark 1.4. — For any admissible Kahler class Q,\, the space of admissible Kahler
metrics in Q\ is preserved by the natural C*-action on M: each admissible Kahler
metric is S1 -invariant whereas, for any real number c and any admissible Kahler
metric #x,z5 we have that ec • g\jZ = g\,zc, where z° denotes the translated admissible
momentum defined by zc(t) = z(t 4- c).
Proposition 1.1. — Let Q,/k be a sequence of (normalized) admissible Kahler classes
converging to a (normalized) admissible Kahler class Q,/, meaning that 4- converges
to f in R N for the usual topology. For each k, let g^ be an admissible Kahler metric
in Q,/k, determined by the admissible momentum Zk in A. Suppose that gk tends to a
(smooth) riemannian metric g in the C1-topology. Then, g is an admissible Kahler
metric in Vt/.
Proof. — Since the gk tend to g in the C1-topology, the limit, a;, of the corresponding
Kahler forms Uk = gk(J^ •) is closed: g is then a Kahler metric in VL. On the other
hand, Uk is of the form (1.12) for a well-defined Zk in A. Since the \zk\ are bounded
and the sequence dzk converges to —LTV, the sequence Zk converges in the C°-topology
to a smooth function z, which is the momentum of T with respect to u. This function
z still factors through t, satisfies the boundary conditions i?_oo — #+oo and is still
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increasing, since z1 = dz(T) = g(T,T)\
associated admissible Kàhler metric in

it then belongs to A and g is then the
fi.
•

1.4. Admissible momentum profiles. — It is convenient to consider an alternative parametrization of the space of admissible Kâhler metrics by introducing, for
any admissible momentum map z : R —• (—1,1), the momentum profile © defined by
(1.13)

G(x) =

z'(z~1(x)),

for any x in the open interval (—1,1), where, z~l : (—1,1) —• R denote the inverse
of z, cf. [26]. Alternatively, for any x in (—1,1), Q(x) is the square norm of T at
any point of MQ in the level set z~x(x) with respect to the admissible Kâhler metric
determined by z. In particular, © is positive on (—1,1) and smoothly extends to the
closed interval [—1,1], with
(1.14)

e ( - i ) = e ( i ) = o.

Moreover, it easily follows from the boundary conditions B^^andB^+00 for z that ©
satisfies the following additional boundary conditions:
(1.15)

e ' ( - i ) = 2,

e'(i) = - 2 ,

where ©' denotes the derivative of © with respect to x.
Definition 1.5. — A positive function © : (—1,1) —> R > 0 is called an admissible momentum profile if it smoothy extends to a function © : [—1,1] —> R - ° and satisfies the
boundary conditions (1.14) and (1.15).
Proposition 1.2. — For any (normalized) admissible Kâhler class Cl/9 there is a natural
1-1 correspondence between the space of admissible momentum profiles and the space
of admissible Kâhler metrics in Q/, up to the natural C*-action on M.
Proof. — We recover z from © by firstly defining t : (—1,1) —> R by means of the
differential equation ^ = ë£r)> then z : R —• (—1,1) as the inverse function of t
(notice that t = t(x) is increasing, as 0 is positive on (—1,1)). It is then easily
checked that z = z(t) defined that way is an admissible momentum, i.e. satisfies the
boundary conditions B-QQ-B+OQ.
Finally, t = t(x) is only defined up to an additive
constant; we already saw that the corresponding admissible Kâhler metric is only
defined up to the natural C*-action on M.

•

1.5. Standard admissible metrics. — Each admissible Kâhler class fi\ contains
a standard C*-orbit of admissible Kâhler metrics, namely admissible Kâhler metrics
determined by the admissible momentum ZQ = tanht or the translated momenta
ZQ = tanh (t + c). For all of them, the momentum profile, ©o is given by
(1.16)
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When restricted to the affine open set Ly \ { 0 } of each fiber 7r—1 (y), the Kah
ler form CJ\JZ (corresponding to admissible momentum z = z(t)) is z'{i)dt A dct,
or equivalently, is equal to ddc$(t), where the Kahler potential $(t) is a primi
tive of z(t), defined up to an affine function of t. (Notice that the restriction of
ddct on 7T—1 (2/) vanishes.) In the standard case, when the admissible momentum is
zo(t) = tanht, we can choose as Kahler potential $o(t) = log (1 + e2t) = log (1 -H R2),
which is the Kahler potential of the Fubini-Study of P1 of sectional curvature + 1 .
The resulting toric Kahler manifold is then the standard unit sphere 52 = {u =
3 x2 = 1} m M3, equipped with: (i) the standard S1 -action
{x1,x2,x3)
I
4=1
eld • (xi,X2,Xs) = (cos0#i + sin^X2, — sin0:ri + cos6x2,#3); (ii) the standard symplectic form uo = dx$ A dO; (iii) the standard complex structure JX = u x X for
any X in TUS2, where x stands for the cross product in E3 with respect to the
natural orientation; (iv) the riemannian metric go induced by the standard flat met
ric of R3. The momentum of the 51-action with respect to LUQ is then the map
z0 : u = (xi,0:2,0:3) i-> x$.
For a general admissible Kahler metric in a normalized admissible Kahler class, the
induced toric Kahler structure on the fibres of 7r are again isomorphic to S2, equipped
with the same S1 -action and the same complex structure J, and with symplectic form
CJ = f w0 and the metric g = f go, where / = /(#3) denotes an ^-invariant invariant
positive function on 52, submitted to the only constraint that fs2 f uo = fs2 ^0 or,
equivalently,
f{x) dx = 2; the corresponding admissible momentum is then
•tanh t
(1.17)

z(t) = - 1 +

f(x) dx.
-1

1.6. Symmetries of admissible Kahler metrics. — In general, for any (con
nected) compact complex manifold (M, J), we denote by H(M, J) the identity com
ponent of the group of complex automorphisms of (M, J) and by f) = l)(M, J) its Lie
algebra, which we regard as the Lie algebra of real vector fields X such that CxJ = 0,
where Cx denotes the Lie derivative along X ; X is then called a (real) holomorphic
vector field. Equivalently, X is the real part of a complex vector field of type (1,0),
X1'0, which is a holomorphic section of the holomorphic tangent bundle T1,0M.
For any riemannian metric g which is Kahler with respect to J, a (real) vector field
X is holomorphic if and only if D~X^ = 0—where Xb denotes the riemannian dual
1-form of X and D~X^ denotes the J-anti-invariant part of DX^—and X can then
be written in a unique way as
(1.18)

X = XH + gradP/F + Jgrad ^ F ,

where Xh is the dual of a ^-harmonic (real) 1-form and
,
are real functions
normalized by fMf*vg
= fMh* vg = 0; ff, called the (real) 'potential of X , is
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determined by Cxv = ddcf*, where u = g( J-, •) is the Kahler form of the pair (g, J),
cf. e.g. [27].
A (real) vector field X is called a Killing vector field with respect to g if Cxg =
0. The Lie algebra, denoted by I, of Killing vector fields is the Lie algebra of the
identity component, K(M, g), of the group of isometries of (M, g). It is well-known W
that K(M,g) is a (compact) subgroup of H(M, J). In view of the above, I then
coincides with the space of those (real) holomorphic vector fields whose (real) potential
is identically zero.
The space, ()o5 of (real) holomorphic vector fields such that XJJ = 0 in the decomposition (1.18) is the Lie algebra of a closed subgroup, Ho(M, J), of H(M, J),
namely the kernel of the Albanese map from H(M, J) to the Albanese torus of (M, J):
l)o is then the space of (real) vector fields of the form X = gradp/ + Jgradp/i, with
D~ (df + dch) = 0. It can be alternatively described as the space of (real) holomorphic
vector fields whose zero set is not empty [30]. The space £0 = £H ho is the Lie algebra
of hamiltonian Killing vector fields, i.e. the space of Killing vector fields of the form
X = Jgrad/i^- = grad^/i^-; it is the Lie algebra of a closed subgroup of K(M,g)
denoted K0(M,g).
We denote by Pg the space of Killing potential with respect to g, i.e. the space
of a real functions, h, on M such that X = Jgrad^/i is a hamiltonian Killing vector
field (notice that constants are included in Pg). This space is the kernel (2) of the
Lichnerowicz fourth order differential operator (D~d)*D~d.
The group H0(M, J) and its subgroup K0(M, g) will be referred to as the reduced
automorphism group of (M, J) and the reduced isometry group of (M, g) respectively.
We then have (cf. [3, Proposition 2]):
Proposition 1.3. — (i) For any admissible ruled manifold M = P ( 1 0 L ) ,
H0(M, J) projects surjectively to H0(5, J) = Yli=i HoCS^ J), with kernel the semidirect product C* K H°(S, L^, where H°(S, L ± ) stands for the space of holomorphic
sections of L or L* = L_1 according as H°(S, L*) or H°(S, L) is reduced to zero^.
(ii) For any admissible Kahler metric g on M, K Q ( M , g) projects surjectively
to Ko(5,gs) = Y\Ko(Si,gsj,
with kernel S1, which is contained in the center of

t1) The easy argument goes as follows: for any 7 in K(M, g), 7-0; is ^-harmonic, as 7 is an isometry,
and it belongs to the de Rham class [CJ], as 7 is homotopic to the identity; since M is compact, this
implies that 7 • u> = LJ, hence also 7 • J = 0.
(2) Since M is compact, / belongs to the kernel of (D~d)*D~d if and only if the Hessian Ddf is
J-invariant, which amounts to saying that the hamiltonian vector field Jgrad^/ is Killing.
(3) For any non-trivial holomorphic line bundle over a connected compact complex manifold M,
either H°(M,L) or H°(M,L*) is reduced to {0}: if a belongs to H°(M,L) and a belongs to
H°(M, L*), the holomorphic function (cr, a) is constant, as M is compact, hence identically zero, as
L is non-trivial; since M is connected, it follows that either a or a is identically zero.
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independent of the chosen admissible Kahler

Proof. — For any X in f)(M, J) and for any 2/ in S, the projection of X^-i^
to Ty.S'
can be viewed as a holomorphic map from the fiber ir~1(y) to Ty,0S, which is then
constant: each X in i) is then projectable and we thus get a Lie algebra homomorphism
from J)(M, J) to I)(5, J). This implies that any element of H(M, J) maps fiber to fiber,
hence that the above Lie algebra homomorphism is induced by a homomorphism from
H(M, J) to H(S', J). Moreover, if X belongs to t)o(M, J), its projection on S belongs
to l)o(S, J), as each zero of X is mapped to a zero of its projection. We denote by r
the resulting homomorphism from t)o(M*,J) to 1)0(5, J) and by f the corresponding
Lie group homomorphism from Ho(M, J) to Ho(5, J). We show that r is surjective
by constructing a right inverse. Any element V of fyo(S,J) splits as V = J2i^=i ^»
with Vi in \jo(Si, J); we can then assume that V = gradps / + Jgmdgs h belongs to
l)o(Si, J) for some i. Define V by
(1.19)

V =V +

6i(7r*h)T-ei(7r*f)JT

on M , where V denotes the horizontal lift of V on Mo with respect to the Chern
connection of L. In general, for any vector field X on any almost-complex manifold
(M, J), the Lie derivative of J along X is given by CxJ = [X,J-] — J[X, •]; in
particular, for any function / on M , we have:
(1.20)

CfxJ

= f CXJ + dcf®X

+ df®

JX.

We thus get:
£t>J = £v>J + €» d/ 0 T + Ci dc/i (8) T
(1.21)
-6idcf®JT

+

eidh®JT.

In particular, (CyJ)(T) = 0, as F commutes with T and JT for am/ vector field
V on 5. For any vector field Z on 5, the horizontal component of (CyJ)(Z) =
[V, JZ] — J[V,Z] is zero, as V is (real) holomorphic, whereas its vertical component
is equal to — e$ CT^(V, J Z ) T + a u>i(V, Z) JT, hence to
-c. 4F (Z) - Ci dc(Z) T + Ci d c / ( Z ) - ei dh(Z) JT.
By substituting in (1.21), we get CyJ = 0. The map T :V *->V is then a linear map—
in fact a Lie algebra homomorphism (easy verification)—from J j o ^ - O to fj0(M, J),
hence is right inverse of r. The kernel of r is the Lie algebra of those holomorphic
vector fields on M which are tangent to the fibers of 7R, hence restrict to holomorphic
vector fields on the projective lines P(C 0 Ly), for all y o n S: kerr is then identified
with the space H°(S, End0(l 0 L)) of holomorphic sections of the holomorphic vector
bundle Endo(^) of trace-free endomorphisms of E = 1 0 L, which is isomorphic to
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C 0 H°(S, L ± ) , cf. footnote 3 of page 102. The kernel of f in H0(M, J) is therefore
identified with C* \xH°(S,
(4\ This proves (i). For any admissible metric g = g\,z,
(1.19) can be re-written as
(1.22)

V = gradp((A, + ei z) TT*/) + Jgradp((A, + a z) ir*h)

In particular, V is Killing with respect to g if and only if V is Killing with respect
to gs^ Moreover, all admissible Kahler metrics are invariant under the natural S1action; since S1 is a maximal subgroup of C* K if°(5.I/±), we get (ii).
•
In the sequel, the common reduced isometry group K0(M, g) for all admissible
Kahler metrics will be simply denoted by G. The Lie algebra, a, of G splits as
N t0 (Si, gSi),
g = E T © (E i=l

(1.23)

which is a Lie algebra direct sum; in particular, T belongs to the center of q. For any
X = aT + ^2^=i Xi in 0 and for any admissible metric g = g\,z in the (normalized)
admissible Kâhler class Ox, a Killing potential of X with respect of q—cf. Section
(Xi + Ciz)7r*hi, where hi is a Killing potential of Xi with
1.6—is h* = az +
i=1
respect to #s..
1.7. Ricci form and scalar curvature. — Throughout this section we fix a (normalized) admissible Kahler class
For any admissible momentum z, Pnx{z) then
denotes the function on M obtained by substituting z = x in the characteristic polynomial; p'nx{z), Ptix(z),..., etc. are defined similarly, by substituting z = x in the
derivatives of pnx. We then have (cf. [1, Section 5.1]):
Lemma 1.1. — For any admissible metric g^z in Q/, the Ricci form, p, and the scalar
curvature, s, of g/z, on Mo, are given by
N
(1.24)

n*pi -

P=
i=i

1
2

idc log

(pn/e)(z),

and
N

(1.25)

S=

(pn,eyf(z)
71'Si
(Xi + €i Z)
PnÀz)

,5
i=l
where pi and Si denote the Ricci form and the scalar curvature of the Kâhler structure
(9Su wSi) on Si.
(4) An element a of H° (S, L*) acts on M = P(1©L) as follows: for any element f = (z : u) of M over
y in S, a • £ = (z + (a(y),u) : it); similarly, any a of H°(S, L) acts on M by: a • £ = (z : u + z cr(y)).
In the former case, C* acts on H°(S,L*) by £a=C-1 *, in the latter case C* acts on H°(S,L) by
C · o = Co.
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Proof. — In general, the Ricci form of a Kahler structure (g, uj) of complex dimension
m is denned by p(-, •) = r(J-, •), where r denotes the Ricci tensor of g, and has the
following local expression on the domain of any system of holomorphic coordinates

1
V9
P =loc — idc log
2
vo

(1.26)

where vg = ^ denotes the volume form of g and VQ stands for the volume form of
the standard flat Kahler metric determined by the chosen holomorphic coordinates.
(If these are denoted z±,..., zm, we then have vo = YYJLi \dzj A dz~j, but the rhs of
(1.26) is independent of this choice.)
For any admissible Kahler metric g, whose Kahler form is given by (1.12), we
clearly have

N

(1.27)

Vg=pQx(z)

N

v9Si Adz A dct = PQX{Z) 9(Z) v9Si Adt A dct.
i=l
i=l

To compute vo, we use holomorphic coordinates on each factor 5;, viewed as holomor
phic coordinates on M , and complete them to a system of holomorphic coordinates
on an appropriate open subset of Mo, by choosing any local non-vanishing holomor
phic section a of L and adding the associated holomorphic coordinate A determined
by u = \(u) <j(TT(U)) for any u in L (viewed as an element of Mo). We then have
|dA A dX = | A|2 dt A dct up to terms which only involve the differential of holomorphic
coordinates coming from the base 5, hence contribute nothing to VQ. We thus get

N

(1.28)

v0= |A|2 Vi o Adt A dct,
i=1

where v^o denotes the volume form of the flat Kahler metric determined by the chosen
local holomorphic coordinates on Si. By comparing (1.27) and (1.28) and by using
(1.26), we get (1.24). The scalar curvature s is deduced from the Ricci form p via the
general identity:

(1.29)

wm-1
s
p A *u> = p A
=
Vg.
(m - 1)!
2
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From (1.12), we infera
N

us™-1
(m-l)\

= PnAz)

* V9Si
i=l

(1.31)

N

+ Pnx(z)
i=l

1
(Xi + €i

d,--l
Lü
i
A
Z)(di - 1)!
k=i
7T

7T

A dz A dct.
V
9sk

The contribution of 7r*p¿ in p A o,— 1 only involves the second term in the rhs
(m-1)!
of (1.31); by using (1.29) for each factor Si, this contribution is found to be equal
7T* Si
On the other hand, dclog0(2:) — e'(z) dcz = ®'{z)dct
to i ( N
e(z)
2=1 (Ai+c.) ) Vg.
2
Pin (*)©(*) d% so that dc log (pftx(;z)0(z)) =
and dclogpftx(z) = Pfix(2)sc z =
Pfix(2)
P"X
(pnx e)'(z) dct; it follows that:
P^xC*)
1
• Pfi O)" (z)
dz Л d t
= 2 íMciog(pnx(2)e(¿)) = - 2
PÍÍA(*)
(1.32)
N
Pfi (z)
D Pfi O)" (z)
iz A dct +
¿i "Si .
2 №x(^)
Pfi (z)
i=l
In the wedge product with no™'1 dz A dct contributes via the first term in the
(m-1)! '
N
rhs of (1.31) only, whereas
•i=l ti usi contributes via the second term only, giving
N
Pfi (z) vq', the second term of (1.32) then contributes to zero.
did
•
,¿=1 (A¿+e¿ z)V9 =Pfi (z)
c

1.8. Hamiltonian 2-forms. — In general, a hamiltonian 2-form on a (connected)
Kahler manifold (M, g, J, UJ) of complex dimension m is a J-invariant real 2-form 0
such that
1
(1.33)
DX(t> = (dtr0A JXb - < f t r 0 A X b )
2
for any vector field X, where X^ denotes the dual 1-form of X with respect to g
and try? = (0, u) denotes the trace of 0 with respect to g, defined as follows: If 0 is
viewed as a skew-hermitian C-linear endomorphism of (TM, J) via the metric g, so
that 0(X,Y) = g((f)(X),Y), and if Ai < • • • < Am denote the (real) eigenvalues of
the corresponding hermitian operator — J o 0 , then tr0 := m Xi (for simplicity, the
i=l
Ai's will be referred to as the eigenfunctions of 0 ) . Hamiltonian 2-forms in Kahler
geometry have nice properties, extensively studied in [2, 3, 4, 1]. In particular, for
any hamiltonian 2-form 0, the elementary symmetric functions of its eigenfunctions
(5) In this and the above computation we use the general combinatorial identity
d ai k
d aifc,ii=l
(1.30)
=
,fci
,...,kH
.2=1
k\
k41 '
E ki=k
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ai = ITÇ = Ai H
h Am, CT2 = i<j Ai A . , . . . , am = Ai . . . Am are Poisson commuting
Killing potentials. Moreover, if Kr = Jgradp<rr, r = 1,..., m, denote the corresponding hamiltonian vector fields, there exists an integer 0 < £ < m, called the order of
0, and an open dense subset Mo of M such that Ki,...,Ki
are linearly independent,
whereas Kr linearly depends of K\,..., Kt for any r > £. If £ = 1, the case of main
interest in this paper, K = K\ = Jgradptr</> is called the hamiltonian Killing vector
field of (j).
Proposition 1.4. — Let M be an admissible ruled manifold and let ft/ be a normalized
admissible Kahler class on M. Then, any admissible Kahler metric g = g^z in ft/
admits a hamiltonian 2-form of order 1, whose hamiltonian Killing vector field is T,
namely the 2-form cp defined by
N

(1.34)

<t> = - ei\i(Xi + €iz) K*usi H- zdz A dct.

i=l
Proof. — We fist observe that the eigenfunctions of the J-invariant 2-form ip defined
by (1.34) with respect to g are the admissible momentum z, of multiplicity 1, and the
constant functions & = — e^A^, each of multiplicity di. In particular,
N

(1.35)

di tiXitl(j) = z —
i=l
The fact that tp is hamiltonian with respect to g is a straightforward consequence of
the following two lemmas, whose easy verification is left to the reader:
Lemma 1.2. — The covariant derivative of T with respect to the Levi-Civita connection of g is given by
DTT =
(1.36)
DXT =

1
S'(z) JT,
2
1
3(z)
2

N

1
DjTT = - 9;(z)T,
2
€i J Xi
(Xi + e{z)

i=l
N
for any vector field X =
Xi on S, where Xi sits in TSi, and X =
i=1
denotes its horizontal lift on M with respect to the Chern connection V .

M

d=l

Xi

Lemma 1.3. — With the same notation, for i = 1,..., N, the covariant derivative of
7r*o;5i is given by:
N

Ei u wSi
DjT(ir*u>Si) = ©(*)
(Xi + €iZ)5
i=l

DT{ir*wSi) = 0,
(1.37)
DT{ir*wSi) =

1
2

N

i=l

Ei
dcz A 7T*(X2b) -dzA
(Xi + CiZ)

TT*( JX\)
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where X\ stands for the dual 1-form of Xi with respect to gs^

•

1.9. Extremal admissible Kahler class. — In general, a Kahler structure
(g,J,u) is called extremal if the scalar curvature s = sg is a Killing potential with
respect to g, i.e. if the hamiltonian vector field K — grades = Jgrad^s, is Killing or,
equivalent ly, (real) holomorphic, cf. Section 1.6 and Section 2.1.
Proposition 1.5. — Let g be an admissible Kahler metric in a (normalized) admissible
Kahler class £1/, determined by an admissible momentum z. Then, g is extremal if
and only if its scalar curvature s is an affine function of z. In this case the scalar
curvatures of(Si,gsi) are constant.
Proof — For any i = 1,..., N, the dual vector field of dc7r*Si with respect to the
l
chosen admissible Kahler metric on M is
Ki, where Ki denotes the dual
(\i+€i Z)
vector field of dcsi on Si with respect to gs^ and Ki denotes the horizontal lift of
Ki on Mo- Notice that for any vector field, X , on 5, the horizontal lift X commutes
with T and JT; we thus have [Ki,T] = [Ki, JT] = 0 for all i. On the other hand, for
any admissible Kâhler metric, T is the symplectic gradient of z. We thus infer from
(1.25) the following expression of K:
N

(1.38)

K =

1
(Ki-a
(Xi + ei zy

(n*Si)T)-

i=l
By using (1.20), we infer:

(pU yO) '
pOy

(zyr.

(1.39)
N
=

CKJ

i=1

1
J
L
(Yi + Ei z) 2 [Ki-ei (ir*Si)T)

N

Ei
(Xi + eizV

+

i=l
(pOy O)" "
-

'
(Z) (dCZ ® (Ki - €i (n*Si) T) + dz® J(Ki - €i (V*8i) T))

(z) (dcz®T + dz® JT).

POy

I)(T) = 0,
Since the K^s commute with T and JT, we have that (C
[Ki-ei (<rr*Si)T)
whereas dcz(T) = S(z), dz(T) = 0; we thus get
N

(1.40)

(CKJ)(T)

= S(z)(i

Ei
( (Xi + €iZ)* '(Ki-ei

(>K*Si)T)-

(pOy O)"

(

) " T).

pOy

i=1
Assume that the chosen admissible Kâhler metric is extremal; then (CKJ)(T)
is
identically zero. Since T and the ^ ' s sit in separate spaces, we infer that the AVs,
hence the K^s are all identically zero; the scalar curvatures Si are then constant, so
that s is a function of z. Moreover, the coefficient of T in the rhs of (1.40), which is
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identically zero, is then equal to
, cf. (1.25); it follows that s is an affine function
of z. Conversely, if s is an affine function of z, then K is a constant multiple of T,
hence a Killing vectorfield,meaning that g is extremal.
•
In view of Proposition 1.5, we henceforth assume without further comment that the
Si's are constant.
This assumption has in particular the following consequence, cf. [3, Proposition 5]:
Proposition 1.6. — The common reduced isometry group G of all admissible Kâhler
metrics—cf. Proposition 1.3—is a maximal compact subgroup of the reduced auto
morphism group HQ(M, J ) .
Proof. — It is a well-known fact that for any compact Kàhler manifold ( M , J) of
constant scalar curvature the reduced isometry group Ko(M, J) is a maximal compact
subgroup of the reduced automorphism group HQ(M, J). Proposition 1.6 is then a
direct consequence of Proposition 1.3.
•
For any (normalized) admissible Kâhler class ft\, we infer from (1.25) and Proposi
tion 1.5 that an admissible Kâhler metric g = g\,z of momentum profile 6 is extremal
if and only if
(1.41)

(pnke)"(x) = R(x),

by setting
N
(1.42)

R(x) = pQx(x)

Si
-pnx(x)(ax + ß),
(Xi + 6i x)

i=l
for some (unknown) real constants a,0. All functions appearing in ( 1 . 4 1 ) - ( 1 . 4 2 ) are
defined on the open interval (—1,1). Because of the boundary conditions (1.14)-(1.15)
for O, the polynomial R is subjected to the following two constraints:
(1.43)

•l
R{x)dx = -2pnx(-l) - 2pnx(l),

-l
(1.44)

1

R(x)xdx = 2pQx(-l) - 2№x(l).
-1
These constraints in turn determine a,/?, hence the polynomial R in terms of the
(constant) scalar curvatures s^, and the characteristic polynomial pax(x). In partic
ular, R is entirely determined by the chosen admissible Kâhler class Qx> as are the
constants a, p.
In view of the extremality equation (1.41), we define F = F(x)—a polynomial of
degree at most (m + 2)—by
(1.45)

F"(x) = R(x)
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and
(1.46)

F ( - 1 ) = F(1) = 0,

cf. [3, Proposition 8]. The constraints (1.43)-(1.44) then insure that F also satisfies:
(1.47)

* " ( - ! ) = 2pnx(-l),

*"(!) = - 2 p n x ( l ) .

Like R(x), the polynomial F ( x ) determined that way only depends of the admissible
Kahler OA.
Definition 1.6. — For any (normalized) admissible Kahler class fix on M , the polyno
mial F of degree at most (m + 2) determined by (1.45)-(1.46) is called the extremal
polynomial of
henceforth denoted by FQX.
From the above discussion, we readily infer:
x
(1.48)

Fnx(*) = 2 j m x ( - l ) ( l + s ) +

R(s)(x — s) ds.

-1
Remark 1.5. — It readily follows from (1.42) and from the above definition of the
extremal polynomial FQX that for each i = 1,... ,7V, the scalar curvature Si can be
expressed by
F"Oy (-EiYi)
(1.49)

Si =

кфг(Afe - tk^iXi)

provided that ei\i =^ e^Ajt for k •=/=•%.
Proposition 1.7. — A (normalized) admissible Kâhler class Q,/on M admits an ex
tremal admissible Kâhler metric, g = g^z, for some admissible momentum z, if and
only if its extremal polynomial F Q , is positive on the open interval (—1,1). The mo
mentum profile of g is then given by
(1.50)

0(a:) =

FaXx)
Pnix)

In particular, g is then uniquely defined up to the natural C * -action on M . Moreover,
the scalar curvature s of g is given by
(1.51)

s = az

+ /3,

where a,(3 are the real constants determined by (1.42)-(1.43)-(1.44). In particular, s
is constant if and only if the leading coefficient of F Q , is equal to zero; it is identically
zero if and only if the leading and the sub-leading coefficients of F Q , are both equal to
zero.
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Proof. — In view of the above discussion, g is extremal if and only if its momentum
profile is given by (1.50). Prom (1.46)-(1.47), we deduce that the function 0 defined
by (1.50) is smoothy defined on the closed interval [—1,1] and satisfies the boundary
conditions (1.14)—(1.15). It is then an admissible momentum profile if and only if it is
positive on (—1,1). Since pnxix) is positive on [—1,1], this is equivalent to FQX being
positive on (—1,1). In view of Proposition 1.2, © is then the momentum profile of
an extremal admissible Kahler metric, uniquely defined up to the natural C*-action.
For a general admissible Kâhler metric in
the scalar curvature is given by (1.25),
or equivalently,
(1.52)

s= az+ p +

R(z)-(pnx&)"(z)
1

PuAz)

where the constants a,/? are determined by (1.42)-(1.43)-(1.44). If g is extremal,
this reduces to (1.51), because of (1.50) and (1.45). Moreover, from (1.42) and
(1.45), we readily infer that the extremal polynomial FQX is of the form FQX(X) =
m+2
M+2-J , where the leading and the sub-leading coefficients are given by
j=0 CijOL
(1.53)
with ± = —

aQ = ±
N

i=l

0 +
CL\ = ±

a
(ro + l)(ro + 2)'

N

dkXkek)a
k=l
'5
m(m -f 1)

Edi. The last statement of Proposition 1.7 follows immediately.

In view of of (1.53), the constants a,(3 will be referred to as the renormalized
leading coefficients of the extremal polynomial.
Definition 1.7. — An admissible Kâhler class fi is said to be far from the boundary
if 0 is a positive multiple of a normalized admissible Kâhler class
with A^ ^> 1,
t = l,...,iV.
Lemma 1.4. — The extremal polynomial FQ, of a normalized admissible Kahler class
il/far from the boundary has the following asymptotic behavior:
N

FOY (x) =

(1.54)

A?

(l-x2) + o(4

I=l
meaning that each coefficients of the polynomial
all Xi's tend to +00.

FOY (x)— (1 — x2) tends to 0 when
N Y di
I=L

Proof. — By dividing both sides of (1.43)-(1.44) by •N Af and observing that
i=1
R TV Af - 1 PQX(X) tends to the constant polynomial 1 on [—1,1] when the A^'s tend
t=l
to +00, we get the following limits for a = OJ(AI, . . . , AJV) and (3 = / ? ( A i , . . . , XN):
(1.55)

lim
a = 0,
Ai—•+OO,...,AJV—+OO

lim

3 = 2.

A1 —•+00,..., A N —*•+00
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This, in turn, implies that the polynomial R in (1.42) tends to the constant polynomial
- 2 ; since R = FQX and FQX ( - 1 ) = FQX (1) = 0 for all A^'s, we infer that FQX tends to
the polynomial 1 — x2 when all Aj's tend to 0.
•
Proposition 1.8. — Each admissible Kâhler class far enough from the boundary admits
an extremal admissible Kâhler metric.
Proof. — We can assume that ft is a normalized admissible Kâhler class Q\. It follows
from (1.54) that, when the A^'s go to infinity, all roots of the extremal polynomial FQX
other than ± 1 go to infinity. In particular, FQX has no root in the open interval (—1,1)
when fl\ is far enough from the boundary; because of the boundary conditions (1.46)(1.47) and the fact that p n x ( - l ) = l[f=i(xi - ti)di and pnx(l) = n*Li(*i + ei)di are
both positive, FQX is positive on (—1,1). Proposition 1.8 then follows from Proposition
1.7.
•
A further consequence of Proposition 1.7 is the following result ([3, Proposi
tion 11]):
Proposition 1.9. — In the case when all Si are non-negative, any admissible Kâhler
class admits an admissible extremal Kâhler metric.
Proof. — By Proposition 1.7, it is sufficient to check that FQX is positive on (—1,1) for
any (normalized) admissible Kâhler class
Assume, for a contradiction, that FQX
has zeros on (—1,1). Because of the boundary conditions (1.46)-(1.47), where Pnx(—1)
and pnx(l) are both positive, FQX must have at least two maxima and two inflection
point on (—1,1). Denote respectively by Xm < XM the smallest and greatest point of
maxima in (—1,1). Note also that FA' = R(x) has at least two zeros in (—1,1).
•N
By (1.42), R(x) can be re-written as R(x) =
(Xa + eax)ia-l q(x), where q
.a=l
is the polynomial defined by
N

N

(Xh + ehx) - (ax + /3)
(Xa + eax).
Sa
b=a
a=l
In this expressions and in the sequel of the argument, we (temporarily) change our
overall notation in the following manner: N denotes the number of distinct CiXi—
that is to say the number of distinct constant values of the hamiltonian 2-form 0 , cf.
Section 1.8—and the latter are labeled by a, b = 1,..., N in such a way that
(1.56)

q(x) =

o=l

(1.57)

eKXK <

< eiAi < - ! < ! < eNXN <

< eK+iA^+i

where K is the number of negative e0's. For each label a, we put da =
di
i |EiYi = EaYa
•N
(Xa + eax)da and Sa =
so that PQX(X) =
Si.
i |eiAi=eaAa
a=l
With this notation, the roots of R(x) are counted as follows: (1) the N real numbers
—eaXa—each with multiplicity da — 1—which all sit outside [—1,1], and (2) the roots
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of q. With our assumption, q has at least two roots, 7*1,7*2 say, in (—1,1), in fact in
the subinterval (xm,XM)- Moreover, FQx(xm) and FQX^ are both non-positive; since

n<^=i(^a + e0x)da-1 is positive on ( - 1 , 1 ) , we then have q(xm) < 0 and q{xM) < 0.
Denote by n_, resp. n+, the number of real roots of q in the interval ( - c o , — 1],
resp. in the interval [1,-hoo) (counted with multiplicity). From (1.56), we infer
(1.58)

q(-eaK)

(A& — e&eaAa).

= Sa
b=a

Since all Si's, hence all sa's in the new notation, are non-negative, we infer that
q(—eaXa) q(-CbXb) < 0 for any pair a, 6, such that a, 6 < K or a, 6 > K and \a — b\ = 1.
There is then at least one real root of q between any two consecutive — eaAa, — e^A^,
with a, 6 < K or a, 6 > K. It follows that
(1.59)

n+ + 1 > K,

n_ + 1 > N - K,

hence
(1.60)

n+ + n_ + 2 > N.

On the other hand,
(1.61)

n+ + n _ + 2 < N + 1,

as the degree of q is at most equal to N + 1 and q has at least n+ + n_ + 2 real roots:
the 2 roots ri, T2 in (—1,1) and n+ + n_ roots outside this interval. From (1.60) and
(1.61), we infer that n+ + 1 = K or n_ + 1 = N - K.
First assume that n+ + 1 = X ; there is then exactly one root of q between any
two consecutive —eaAa, — Q,Ab, with i,j<K
and no roots in [1,-f-oo). In particular,
there is no root in the interval [1, — eiAi). From (1.58) we easily infer q(-eiXi) > 0,
whereas q(xM) ^ 0; then, there exists a root, 7*3 say, of q in the interval [XM, 1), hence
distinct from 7*1,7*2; we thus get at least three roots of q in (—1,1) and (1.61) can then
be replaced by n+ -f n_ + 2 < TV; this, together with (1.60), implies 71+ + TI_ + 2 = TV,
hence n_ + 1 = N — K; as above, we infer that there is no root of q in the interval
(—ejvAjv, — 1]; by (1.58) again, qi—e^X^) > 0, whereas q(xm) < 0; there then exists
a root of q, 7*4 say, in the interval (—l,xm], hence distinct from 7*1,7*2 and 7*3; we thus
obtain (at least) four roots, 7*1,7*2,7*3,7*4, of g in (—1,1). It follows that (1.61) can be
improved by n+ + n_ + 2 < N — 1, which contradicts (1.60). Same reasoning and
same conclusion apply if we assume ri- + I = N — K.
•
Remark 1.6. — Proposition 1.8 is a part of [3, Proposition 9]. Proposition 1.9 is [3,
Proposition 10]; similar results have previously appeared in the literature, in particular
in [25] and [21], cf. [3] for more details.
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1.10. Hirzebruch-like surfaces. — In this section, we consider the particular case
when N = 1 and the base S = Si is a compact Riemann surface of genus g. The
resulting complex surface M = P(l 0 L) will be called a Hirzebruch-like surface of
genus g: it is a genuine Hirzebruch surface [23] when g = 0, a pseudo-Hirzebruch
surface in the sense of [42] if g > 1. We assume that the degree deg(L) = (ci(L), [S])
is negative—meaning that e\ = 1—equal to
and that gs is of constant scalar
curvature s = 2K. It then follows from the Gauss-Bonnet formula that
2(1-P)
.
£
With the above assumption, for any real number À > 1, the characteristic polynomial
of the (normalized) admissible Kâhler Q,\ is simply
(1.62)

K =

(1.63)

Pnx(x) = X + x.

In view of (1.5), Q\ can also be written:
(1.64)

nx = 2TT ( - ( A - 1) e0 + (A + 1) e<x>)

for A > 1. In the notation of Section 1.9, we have
(1.65)

R(x) = -ax2

- (Xa + 0)X + 2K-

Xß.

The constraints (1.43)-(1.44) then read:
R-l
R(x)dx
(1.66)

=—

-1
1

2a
3

R(x) xdx = —
'-1

+ 4 « - 2 A / ? = -4A,

2Xa

23

3

3

= -4,

so that
(1.67)

a =

12A - 6K
3A2 - 1 '

0 =

6A2 + 6A K - 6

3A2-1
The extremal polynomial is then FQX = (1 — x2) Q(x), with
(1.68)

Q{x) = A(x2 - 1) + x + A,

by setting
(1.69)

A = A(X) =

X - KI2
3A2-1

(because of (1.62), A is positive; moreover, lim/\-++0o A = 0). By Proposition 1.7, fix
admits an admissible extremal Kâhler metric if and only if Q(x) is positive on the
open interval (—1,1). Notice that Q(—1) = A — 1 and Q ( l ) = A + 1 are both positive,
whereas Q'(-l) = 1 - 2A = (A-1)(3A+1)+k and Q;(l) = 1 + 2A > 0. If K > 0, i.e. if
3A2-1
the genus g of 5 is 0 or 1, then Q'(—1) > 0 and Q(x) is then positive on (—1,1) for
any A > 1. If K < 0, i.e. g > 1, Q X - ! ) ^s positive for large values of A—hence Q(x)
is positive on (—1,1)—but it takes negative values when A is small, namely for any
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A such that (A — 1)(3A + 1) < —K. For these values of A, Q achieves its minimum at
XQ =
this belongs to the open interval (—1,0), as Q'(—1) = 1 — 2A < 0, and
Q(x0) = -

D(A)
4(3A2-L)(A-«/2) '

where

D(X) = -3A4 + 6/sA3 + 2A2 - 6/cA + 1 + *2
(1.70)

= ( A 2 - 1 ) ( - 3 A 2 + 6 k A - 1 ) + k2.

It is easyto check that, for any negative value of
the rhs of (1.70) decreases from
A ( l ) = K2 > 0 up to —OO, when A runs from 1 to +OO; it follows that the equation
D(X) = 0 has a unique root greater than 1, called Ao- From this and from Proposition
1.7 we infer:
Theorem LI. — Let M be a Hirzebruch-like surface of genus g. Then, each Kahler
class £1 is admissible, hence a positive multiple of a normalized admissible Kahler class
Q\ for some A > 1.
Denote by Ao the unique root greater than 1 of the equation D(X) = 0, where D(X)
is defined by (1.70). Then:
(i) If 9 < 1 or if g > 1 and A > Ao, then Q,\ admits an extremal admissible metric,
unique up to the natural action of C*.
(ii) If g > 1 and X < XQ, then tt\ admits no extremal admissible Kahler metric.
Remark 1.7. — The case when g = 0 in Theorem 1.1, and, more generally, the case
when 5 is a complex projective space of any dimensions, are due to E. Calabi [8] and
constitute the first examples of (compact) extremal Kahler manifolds of non-constant
scalar curvature (cf. also [37] for an alternative approach). As mentioned earlier,
our general approach can be viewed as a generalization of Calabi's method. The case
when g = 1 was worked out by A. Hwang in [25] and D. Guan in [21]. The case
when g > 1 is due to the fourth author [42] and constitute the first known family of
examples of (compact) Kahler manifolds where the extremal Kahler cone is non-empty
but does not fill the Kahler cone. Notice that in the latter case, Theorem 1.1 does not
imply the non-existence of—non-admissible—extremal Kahler metric if A > Ao (more
on this point in [42]). This question will be settled in Section 2.3 (an alternative
treatment can be found in [40]).

2. Relative if-energy and extremal metrics
2.1. The space of Kahler metrics. — In this section, we briefly review some
general facts concerning the space Met of Kahler metrics on a compact complex
manifold (M, J) of (complex) dimension m, in a fixed Kahler class £1. The presentation
and the notations are taken from [19].
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An element of MQ will be indifferently designated by a Kahler riemannian metric
g or by its Kahler form u = #(</•, •)> with [u] = f2, or by the pair (g,(j). As a
consequence of the de/c-lemma in Kahler geometry, cf. e.g., [20], MQ is essentially a
space of (real) functions. More precisely, for any fixed reference element UJ$ in MQ,
we have that
(2.1)

Mn = W | u) := uo + ddcip > 0},

where <p, the relative Kahler potential of u relative to LJQ, is well-defined up to a (real)
additive constant (here, u > 0 means that g = u;(-, J-) is a riemannian metric). The
relative potential can be normalized, cf. [14], in such a way that, for any g in MQ, the
tangent space TgMn be identified with the space of real functions / on M such that
fMfvg = 0. The L2-norm on this space then gives MQ a structure of riemannian
Frechet manifold, first introduced and studied by T. Mabuchi [32].
The Mabuchi metric on Mn admits a Levi-Civita connection, denoted by V. For
any real function / on M , let / be the constant vector field on MQ defined by g •—•
jvg
/ - / , where / = M
denotes the mean value of / . The covariant derivative T> is
VO
entirely determined by the P / ' s , which are given by
(2.2)

Vfj2

= -(dfi,df2)g

+

M

(dfudf2)vg
VO

for any g in Mn and any / i in TgMn. In particular, a curve wt = w0 + ddc(pt,
t G [0,1], in MQ is a geodesic if and only if
(2.3)

(ft ~ (d(pud(ft)gt = 0.

As observed by S. Semmes [36], the geodesic equation (2.3) can be re-written as
a degenerate homogeneous Monge-Ampère equation my considering ipt as a function,
$ say, defined on the product M := M x E, where E here stands for the cylinder
[0,1] x 51, equipped with the complex structure determined by Jd/dt = d/ds, where
s denotes the natural parameter of the additional circle factor 51. By still denote by
(j the pull-back of u on M , the geodesic equation can be rewritten as
(2.4)

(LJ + ddc$)m+1 = 0

for ^-invariant functions $ defined on M x E such that $(•,£) is a relative Kahler
potential on M with respect to UJQ.
Remark 2.1. — The Monge-Ampere equation (2.4) makes sense when E is replaced
by any Riemann surface with boundary. Let $ be a (smooth) solution of (2.4), such
that 3>(-,T) is a relative Kahler potential on M with respect to (Jo for any r in E.
Choose a local holomorphic coordinate z = t + is o n E : $ then appears as a family of
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IP = <^(£, s), and the Monge-Ampere

2
(FTT + FISS ~ \D<PT - DCIPS\

9t,s

= o,

where gsj denotes the Kahler metric of relative Kahler potential </?(s,£), cf. [14].
The Monge-Ampere equation (2.4) makes sense in particular when E is the (closed)
unit disk D in C . In this case, it has a nice interpretation in terms of holomorphic
disks [31], [36], [13], which plays a crucial role in the theory, in particular in the proof
given by Chen-Tian of Theorem 2.1 below.
The group H(M, J)—cf. Section 1.6—acts on Mn and preserves its riemannian
structure. For any (real) vector field X in its Lie algebra f) and any (#,u;) in Met-, the
induced vector field X on Mn is g i—•
where
denotes the real potential of X
with respect to g, as defined in Section 1.6.
The scalar curvature determines a vector field, s, on Mn via the assignment q i—•
(sg — s), with s = M Sg Vg(notice that
)[M] = : Sn is
SgVg =27r(Cl(M)U Om-1
(M-1)!
M
VO
independent of g in Mn)- The dual 1-form, cr, is a(g) = sg vg, via the duality relation
((j, / ) = fM Sgfvg, for any / in TgMn. Both s and cr are left invariant by H(M, J).
The covariant derivative of a is given by
(2.6)

Vfa =

-2(D-d)*D-dfvg,

for any g in Mn and any / in TgMn, cf. e.#. [19, Chapter 4] and Section 1.6 for the
notation. Recall, cf. Section 1.6, that the kernel of the operator (D~d)*D~d is the
space Pg of Killing potentials for g. It then follows from (2.6) that the critical point
of the Calabi functional C(g) = fM(sg — s)2 vg = crg(s) on A4n are those metrics g in
Mn whose scalar curvature is a Killing potential.
Since (D~d)*D~d is self-adjoint, a further direct consequence of (2.6) is that the
1-form a is closed. Since a is H(M, J)-invariant, by using the Cartan formula 0 =
CJ^CF — LJ^da + (i(¿(5•cг), we infer that o~(X) is constant on Mn for any X in I), cf. [7].
We thus obtain an R-linear form Tn : h —> M, defined by
f 5 SNVAM Q
By the above discussion, the rhs of (2.7) is independent of the choice of the metric
g in Mn- This linear form has been first introduced by A. Futaki in [17] for Fano
manifolds, then extended to general Kahler manifolds by E. Calabi in [9]. It will be
referred to as the Futaki invariant or the Futaki character^ of fi.
(2.7)

JPh(X) = a{X) =

(6) It easily follows from its definition that J7^ is a character of the Lie algebra f), i.e. vanishes on
the derived ideal[h,h].
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We also consider the Futaki-Mabuchi bilinear form, BQ, defined on f)0, the Lie
algebra of the reduced group of automorphisms H Q ( M , J ) , cf. Section 1.6, by
(2.8)

FX FY vg -

Bn(X,Y) =
M

h*hYg vg,
'M

for any X = grad5/x + Jgra,dghx, Y = grad^/y + Jgra,dghY in l)0. It can be checked
that the rhs of (2.8) is independent of the metric g in Mn, cf. [18]. Notice that
BQ(JX, JY) = —BQ(X,Y),
for any X, Y in f)0 and that Bn is negative definite on
the space, to, of hamiltonian Killing vector fields, and positive definite on Jto C f)oFor any two elements X, Y in J)0> with BQ(Y, Y) ^ 0, we define the relative Futaki
invariant of X with respect to Y by
(2.9)

jFn(Xmod Y) = Fa(X)

The Mabuch K-energy, £, is defined on
(2.10)

-

Bn(X,Y)
Ba(Y,Y)

W ) .

by

a = —d£,

i.e.
fSg Vg,
M
for any g in Mn and any / in TgMn- Since a is closed and Mn is contractible, £
exists and is well-defined up to an additive constant; we denote by
the unique
determination of E which vanishes at the chosen base element u0 on M Q . It follows
from ( 2 . 6 ) that E is X>-convex on Mn, meaning that its Hessian VdE is non-negative;
moreover, for any g in Mn, its kernel in TgMn is the space of Killing potentials of
mean value zero.
Because of ( 2 . 1 0 ) , the critical points of £ are the zeros of a, hence the metrics
of constant scalar curvature in Mn- To generalize the setting to include extremal
metrics of non-constant scalar curvature—the case of main interest in this paper—it
is convenient to substitute a relative version introduced by D. Guan in [22] and S.
Simanca in [38]. This is done as follows.
Let G be a maximal compact subgroup of Ho(M, J) and denote by M^ the space
of G-invariant Kahler metrics in Q. MQ is a totally geodesic submanifold of Mn- In
virtue of a celebrated theorem of Calabi [9], any extremal Kahler metric in Mn—
if any—belongs to the H Q ( M , J)-orbit of an element of MQ. Since G is maximal in
H0(M, J), its Lie algebra, g, is the Lie algebra of all hamiltonian Killing vector fields
for each element, g, of MQ. Notice that, while the latter is independent of g, the
space, Pg, of Killing potentials with respect to g does depend of g.
(2-11)

d£g(f) = ~

For any g in MQ, of scalar curvature sg, the Killing part, N ^ ( s ^ ) , of sg is defined as
the L2-projection of s relative to g in Pg. The reduced scalar curvature of g, denoted
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by sG, is defined by
G
Sg = S9~

(2.12)

G

9

(SO).

Then, g is extremal if and only if its reduced scalar curvature sG is identically zero.
The vector field ZQ = grad(II^(s))—called the extremal vector field of the pair
(fi, G)—is independent of g in MQ and can be alternatively determined by
(2.13)

W

)

= Bn(JX,Zg),

for any X in g. Notice that Zfi belongs to the center 3 of g. Its lift, Z ^ , on MQ is
the vector field g 1—• IiG(sg). It turns out that Z$ is P-parallel, and so is its dual
1-form Cn, cf. [19]. We now consider the 1-form on MQ defined by
(2.14)

Since
(2.15)

G
CG
o = o |MG
is P-parallel, we infer from (2.6)
Vf(jG =

-2(D-d)*D~df,

for any / in T9MQ. In particular, o~G is closed.
Denote by H G ( M , J ) the normalizer of G in Ho(M, G) and by f)c the Lie algebra
of H G ( M , J ) . The group H G ( M , J ) acts on MQ and we define as above the relative
Futaki character J7^ : \)G —• R by
(2.16)

^(X)=aG(X) =

/0 ôo u9'
M

As before, Q : ()G —• R is independent of g in MQ.
The relative K-energy EG is defined by
(2.17)

aG = -d£G,

i.e. by
(2.18)

sEG (f) = -

f*f V9>
M

for any g in MQ and any / in T9MQ. Since aG is closed and MQ is contractible,
£G is well-defined up to an additive real constant. As before, we denote by £GQ the
determination of ZG which is zero at the chosen base point UJQ. By (2.17), the critical
points of £G are the zeros of crG, hence the extremal metrics in MQ. Moreover, since
VaG = VG \mg-> £G is ^-convex and, at each g in JMQ, the kernel of the Hessian
Vd£G is the space of G-invariant Killing potentials relative to g.
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2.2. The Chen-Tian Theorem. — The K-energy E and the relative if-energy
EG defined in Section 2.1 play an important role in the theory of extremal Kahler
metrics, due in particular to the following observation.
Proposition 2.1 (S. Donaldson [14]). — LetujQ, UJ be any two elements of M Q . Assume
that UOQ is extremal. Assume, moreover, that there exists a geodesic ut = u>o + ddc(pt,
t G [0,1], between
and u = u)\. Then
(2.19)

EG(u;) > £G(u;o)

and equality holds if and only if LJ is extremal. If so, u belongs to the Ho (M, J)-orbit
ofujQ.
Proof. — (Sketch) To simplify notation, let's write f(t) for EG(ujt)\ we can assume
/(0) = 0. By (2.17), we have that /'(*) = -crG(T), where T denotes the tangent
vector field along the geodesic u;t, given by the assignment t —
i > <pt G T ^ M Q . In
particular, /'(0) = 0, since U;Q is extremal. By using (2.15), we get:
f"(t) = -(VTvG)(T)-aG(VTT)
(2.20)

((D d)D dipt,<pt)vgt

= -(VTaG)(T) = 2
'M

\D dipt\2vgt
M
The last term is non-negative and is zero if and only if ipt is a Killing potential with
respect to gt for each t in [0,1], cf. Section 1.6. Proposition 2.1 follows easily.
•
=2

This argument has been extended by X. X. Chen and G. Tian in the following way
(cf. also Remark 2.1 for the notation):
Proposition 2.2 (X. Chen-G. Tian [13]). — Let u>o be a fixed element of M Q and let
$ be a smooth G-invariant solution of the Monge-Ampere equation (2.4) defined on
M x E for any Riemann surface with boundary E. Suppose that, for any r in E,
$(-,p) is the relative Kahler potential of an element o/T) = uo 4- ddc$(',r) in M Q ,
so that the relative energy EG(r) := EG(u^) can be regarded as a function defined
on E. Let z = t + is be a local holomorphic coordinate on E. Then, with the notation
of Remark 2.1, EG(r) satisfies the following equality
(2.21)

d2eG d2£G
=2
dt2 + ds2

M

\D~{dipt-dcws)\ 2<"(R) vg(r).

In particular, d2EG + d2£G > 0, with equality if and only if Z := grad (Û+ —
ds2
9t,s
dt2
Jgrad à* is a (real) holomorphic vector field on M for any rinY,.
9t,s
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G ^Vn(T). It is easily deduced from
Proof. — Prom (2.18), we infer d£G = M SGIR)
dt
(2.15) that, in general, the first variation of the reduced scalar curvature at g in M Q
in the direction of / is given by
sG(f) = -2(D-d)*D-df + (dsf, / ) ,

(2.22)

whereas the first variation of the volume form is given by vg(f) = —Agfvg. The
second derivative of £G with respect to t is then given by
(2.23)

d2£G

{(Ptt - (d(Pt,d<Pt)g{T))S q(T)V (T).
\D-dibt\2vQ=2
dt2
M
rA4
We get a similar formula by replacing t by s, hence, by using (2.5):

(2.24)

d2£G d2£G
+
=2
dt2
ds2

\D (dipt-dcips)\2VgT

M
(2(D-dêuD-dcês) + (dptldc<ps) 8fr) V9T

4-2
IM

where the second term in the rhs is actually zero (7). The last assertion of Proposition
2.2 follows easily (see Section 1.6).
•
The argument in Proposition 2.1 only holds for metrics which are linked to extremal
metrics by a geodesic. On the other hand, the existence issue for geodesies in Mn has
remained an open question, principally because of the lack of regularity for solutions
of the Monge-Ampere equation (2.4). In [13], X. X. Chen and G. Tian established a
(weak) regularity theorem for solutions of (2.4), improving a previous regularity result
by X. X. Chen [10] which asserts the existence of solutions in the class C1'1. Prom
this, and by using the above Proposition 2.2, they were able to deduce the following
fudamental results:
Theorem 2.1 (X. X. Chen-G. Tian [12], [11], [13]). — (i) All extremal metrics in Mn,
if any, belong to a unique Ho(M, J)-orbit.
(ii) Let UJQ be an extremal metric in Mn- Without loss of generality, assume that
UJQ belongs to M Q . Then,
(2.26)

£G(v) > £G(uo),

with equality if and only if LU is extremal.
(7) This is an easy consequence of the following general formula (see Section 1.6 for the notation):
(2.25)
(D-d)*D-dcf = -±£Kf
for any function / on a Kahler manifold of scalar curvature SG, with K := Jgrad^s^. Here, (2.25) is
applied to / = IPA. Moreover, since (PS is G-invariant, K can be replaced by KG := Jgrad^s^.
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2.3. The relative energy of admissible metrics. — Denote by Mf^1 the space
of admissible Kàhler metrics in a given (normalized) admissible Kâhler class f^xThen, Mf^xm C
where G is the maximal compact subgroup of Ho(M, J) given
by Propositions 1.3-1.6, and the reduced scalar curvature is given by the following
proposition (cf. [3, Proposition 6]):
Proposition 2.3. — For any {normalized) admissible Kâhler class £1/and for any admissible Kâhler metric g = g^z in Cl/, of scalar curvature sg, the Killing part of sg is
given by
G
*0 (sg) = a z + /3,

(2.27)

where a,/3 denote the renormalized leading coefficients of the extremal polynomial Fq^
defined by (1.53), whereas the reduced scalar curvature has the following expression:
sG = ( F n , - p n , e n z )
.
pOl(z)

(2.28)

Proof. — For any admissible Kàhler metric in a (normalized) Kâhler class, it follows
from (1.23) that the space Pq of Killing potentials relative to g splits as
pg = R e R z e (e N F »o 7
i=l 9st
where: R denotes the space of constant functions; Rz the space generated by z; Pgs
denotes the space of Killing potentials of mean value zero on (Sij^sJ- By (1.52), the
scalar curvature 5 is a function of z only; by (1.27), s is then L2-orthogonal to all
Killing potentials in ^=1Pgs . In order to prove (2.27), it is sufficient to check that
R(x) - (pOY O)"(x)
is orthogonal to 1 and to z. In view of (1.27), this amounts to checking
pOy (x)
1
(R(x) - (pQx 0)"(x)) dx = 0 and -l R(x) — (pqx 0 ) (x))xdx = 0; in view
that
'-i
-1
of the boundary conditions (1.14)-(1.15) for ©, these two conditions are equivalent
to (1.43)-(1.44); since R = F&x, (2.28) follows from (2.27) and (1.52).
•
(2.29)

Corollary 2.1. — For any admissible Kahler class Q,/, denote by
tor field relative to the pair (G,Q^, see Section 2.1. Then

the extremal vec-

JZ^=aT.

(2.30)

Proof. — By definition, Z^x = gradp(II^(55), for any g in
- J T = grad5A zz, (2.30) readily follows from (2.27).

hence for g\,z. Since,
•

Corollary 2.2. — For any admissible Kahler class ft/, we have
2irV(S)
x
1
Vois)ds
-i
1
/•i
ri
i
a(
s2pnls)ds
spçiXs)ds)
Pnls)ds spçiXs)ds
-1
-l
J-i
-1

FOl(-JT) =
(2.31)
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and
(2.32)
2nV(S)
X
1
PnXs)ds
-1
RL
1
1
/•1
s2pnls)ds PnÁs)ds spçiXs)ds spnls)ds),
-L
-1
-1
-1
V(Sii9Si) denotes the volume ofS. In particular,

Bni-JT,-JT)

where V(S) =

=

FçiA-JT) = aBnX-JT,

(2.33)

-JT).

Proof. — Since T is a hamiltonian Killing vectorfieldof momentum 2, — JT belongs
ZVG

is the mean value of
V9
M
z. Since z — z belongs to Pg, in (2.7) only the Killing part 11^(sg) = az+/3 contributes:
we then get FQ(-JT) = a JM(z - z)zvg and BNX(-JT, -JT) = JM(z - z)2 vg. By
using the expression (1.27) of vg, we readily get (2.31) and (2.32); (2.33) follows
readily; alternatively, (2.33) follows from (2.32) and Corollary 2.1, via (2.13).
•
to J a and its real holomorphic potential is z — z, where z =

M

Choose a reference element in At^m, e.g. the standard admissible metric UJQ corresponding to the admissible momentum zo(t) = tanht, cf. Section 1.5. Any other
element J of Mffm can be written u = u>o + ddc(f)1 where f = fi(t), called the relative
potential of UJ, is uniquely determined by UJ up to an additive constant. Notice that
dò
Z = Z0 +
dt
ADM
For any curve UJS in M we set UJ = duj a and we denote similarly the first
Oy
ds |s=0
variations of all objects determined by a;; we thus have: UJ = ddcè, z = drhfit r.. Rv
dt '
identifying UJ with <>
/ we identify each tangent space TgMffxm of Mff™ with the space
of all smooth real functions of t mod constant functions.
Although it is a hard task to get an explicit expression of the relative energy £G (g)
for a general element of MQX, it turns out that the restriction of £G to Mf^xm admits
a simple explicit expression in terms of the extremal polynomial FQX, given by the
following proposition (cf. [3, Proposition 7]):
(2.34)

Proposition 2.4. — For any admissible metric g in £1/, of momentum profile Q, we
have
(2.35)

£G(g) = C

1
/-1

Fnlx)
+ PnXx) log6(x) dx mod R ,
G(x)

- AT

with C — 2i\ LI=LVi, where V* denotes the volume of (Si, gsj.
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Proof. — The restriction of £G to Mfim is determined by
(2.36)

d£G(<j>) = -

s
'M

a фу
g

д

for any g = g\,z in Mf?™ and for 0 = <p(t), any function of t mod R , where, we recall,
sG denotes the reduced scalar curvature of g with respect to G. By using (2.28) and
(1.27), we get
(2.37)

rl

(d£G)M = - C

(Fcii -PQx @)" (x)f(x) dx,

-1
where C is as above and by setting
(2.38)

f(x) = cj>(z-1(x)).

By integrating by part twice and by observing that at each step the intregrated terms
vanish because of (1.14)-(1.15)-(1.46)-(1.47), we get
1
(d£G)M = - C
(2.39)
(FQx-pnx 6 ) (x)f"(x)dx.
'-i
Prom (2.38) we get f'(x) = z(z-\x)) , hence
e(X)

dz
l
{ z - \ x ) ) - Q'(x) (z{z - \ x ) ) .
F"(S) =
92(a;) dt
On the other hand, from (1.13), we get 0(x) = di (z-Hx)) - &(x)z(z-Hx)). We
dt
thus end up with
è(x)
e2(x) .
By substituting in (2.39), we eventually obtain
f" (x) =

(2.40)

(d£G)g(<j>) = C

1

FnJx)
Vo, (x
e2(x) + e(x]

0(x) dx,
-1
for any 0 = <j)(t) in TgMffm, where the extremal polynomial Fçx and the characteristic polynomial pnx are both independent of g in Mnx. The rhs of (2.41) is then the
first derivative in Mf^m of the rhs of (2.35).
•
(2.41)

=

Proposition 2.5. — Let 0,/be any admissible Kàhler class on M.
(i) Assume that FQ, is positive on (—1,1) and denote by go an admissible extremal
Kahler metric in Q,/, of momentum profile OQ =
(cf. Proposition 1.7). Then, for
any admissible Kahler metric in ft/, we have
(2.42)

£G(g) > £G(g0),

with equality if and only if g is extremal, hence equal to go up to the natural R>0-action
on M.
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(ii) Assume that FQ/ is negative on a non-empty open subinterval I of (—1,1).
Then, for any admissible Kahler metric g in Q/, there exists a half-line gs of admissible
Kahler metrics in £1/, with s in [0, + oo) and go = g, such that SG(gs) tends to —oo
when s tends to +00.
Proof. — (i) Prom (2.35) we infer
(2.43)

1

eG(9o) = c

U + log
/-1

FOy (x)
(x))pnx(x) dx,
FOy

whereas
(2.44)

SG(g) = C

»1
(

FOy (x)

-1 pnx{x)e{x)

+ logQ(x))pnx(x) dx.

We thus get
1
(2.45)

£G(g) - £G(g0) = C

(A(x) - 1 - \ogA(x))pnx(x) dx

-1
by setting
(2.46)

FOy (x)

A(x) =

pnx(x)@(x)

Now, A(x) is positive for any x in (—1,1) by hypothesis and, by Proposition 1.7, is
identically equal to 1 if and only if g is extremal. It is easy to check that the function
cj)(t) := t — 1 — \ogt defined on (0, +00) is convex, tends to +00 when t tends to 0 or
to +00, and reaches its unique minimum 0 at t = 1. It follows that the rhs of (2.45)
is positive except when A = A(x) is identically equal to 1, i.e. when g is extremal.
(ii) Let G be the momentum profile of any admissible Kahler metric g in
Let
(f be a non-negative, non-constant smooth function on (—1,1) which is compactly
supported in the interval / , and set
(2.47)

e,(x) =

e(x)
1 + stp(x)@(x),

for any non-negative real number s. By Proposition 1.2, ©s is the momentum profile
of an admissible Kâhler metric, gs, in Q\ for any s > 0, with go = g- Moreover
£G(gs)=SG(g) + C

»1
s(p(x)Fnx(x) dx
-1

(2.48)
-C

1

log (1 + 5 (p(x)Q(x)) dx

-1
where, 1 s ip(x)FçiAx)) dx = <p(x)Ftox(x)) dx is a negative multiple of s. It follows
-l
7
that the rhs of (2.48) tends to — oo when s tends to +00.
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Remark 2.2. — The expression (2.35) of the (relative) energy of admissible metrics,
as well as the argument in Proposition 2.5, are quite reminiscent to Donaldson's paper
[15] for toric manifolds.
Now we are ready to state and prove the main result of [3]:
Theorem 2.2. — Let M = P(10L) be any admissible ruled manifold and let 0,/be any
(normalized) admissible Kahler class on M. Then, Vt/ contains an extremal Kahler
metric—which is then admissible up to the action O / H Q ( M , J)—if and only if the
extremal polynomial FQ, is (strictly) positive on (—1,1).
Proof — By Proposition 1.7, if FQX is positive on (—1,1), Q \ contains an admissible
extremal Kahler metrics. By Proposition 2.5, if FQX is negative on some open subinterval of (—1,1), the relative if-energy £G is not bounded from below: by Theorem
2.1 (ii), Sl\ contains no extremal Kahler metric.
It remains to consider the limiting case, when FQx is non-negative but has (repeated) zeros on (—1,1). Suppose that FQX is of this form and assume, for a contradiction, that 0 = Q,\ contains an extremal Kahler metric, (g,w) say. In view of the
already mentioned Calabi theorem, we can assume that the pair (g, u) is G-invariant
(cf. Proposition 1.6). By LeBrun-Simanca's openness theorem [29, 30], any (normalized) admissible Kahler class Sl\>, with A' close to X in RN, contains an extremal
Kahler metric. More precisely, LeBrun-Simanca's theorem asserts the existence of
a sequence of extremal Kahler metrics (gk,&k), with [Ok] —fife?which converges to
(g,cu) in the Frechet topology and the (gk,&k) can be again chosen G-invariant.
Two cases then may a priori occur: (i) either, F^x, has repeated roots on (—1,1)
for all A' in some open neighborhood of X in WN, or else: (ii) there exists a sequence
of (normalized) admissible Kahler classes Q,k = ft\k converging tofi—meaningthat
Xfc converges to X in the usual sense—such that F^k is positive on (—1,1) for each k.
Case (i) would imply that the discriminant of FQX is zero as a polynomial with
coefficients in the field i?(Ai,..., AJV) of rational fractions in { A i , . . . , X N } ' this would
contradict Proposition A.l in Appendix A (by substituting A^ = e^A in Fnx, regarded
as a polynomial with coefficients in i?(Ai,..., AJV), up to a factor •N Edi we eet the
i=1 i '
extremal polynomial of an admissible Kahler class fix, as a polynomial with coefficient
N
in R ( \ ) , on an admissible ruled manifold with N = 1, d =
i=1 di and s = i=1 Si).
Case (i) is thus discarded.
Now assume, again for a contradiction, that Case (ii) occurs. LeBrun-Simanca
openness theorem actually guarantees the existence of a sequence, (gk,&k), of Ginvariant extremal Kâhler metrics, with [ÛJk] = fife for each k, which converges to
(g,co) in the Fréchet topology. On the other hand, since Fnk is positive on (—1,1),
Proposition 1.7 guarantees the existence of an admissible extremal Kàhler metric,
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N ((Yk)i +
(gk,Uk) say, in each Qk, unique up to the natural C*-action, with ujk = i=1
U zk) n*UJI + dzk A dct, cf. Section 1.3.

By Theorem 2.1, for any k the extremal Kahler metrics (gk,Wk) and (gk,&k) m
Q,k are linked together by gk —
* gk, for some ^k in HQ(M, J ) . Moreover, from
the invariance of the extremal vector field Z^k of each pair
—see Sections 2.1
and 2.3—we get Zgk = grades9k = grades~9k =
• grad^s^, meaning that Zgfc,
hence also T by Corollary 2.1, are preserved by
for any k. We infer that the
\£fc's all belong to the subgroup of elements of H0(M, J) which commute with C*,
hence, by Proposition 1.3, to the extension of Ho (5, J) by C*. Moreover, since the
{gk,Wk) are only defined up to the natural C*-action, we can actually arrange that
the ^fc's all belong to a lift of Ho(5, J) in HQ(M, J), meaning that each
is induced
bv a linear lift on L of an element, $h sav, of Hn(5, J). Each a>jt. is then of the form
s*) 7r*($* • a;.) + d(#fc •
A dc(Vk • £), hence the Kahler
ûk = N ((Xfc)i +
i=l
form of an (extremal) admissible Kahler metrics on the admissible ruled manifold
obtained by simply substituting the hermitian inner product hk = ^k ' h on L. Since
any two hermitian inner products on L are conformal, hk can be alternatively written
as hk = e2Fk h for some well-defined (real) smooth function Fk on S and we then
have ik = ^k • t = t + 7r*Ffe. Since ^k • T = T, we also have that Zk = ^k • %k is a
momentum of T with respect to tDfc.
By assumption, the sequence ujk converges to UJ in the Prechet topology: it follows
that Zk converges to a momentum of T with respect to UJ; similarly, since ijr^k =
—gk(T,T)dcik = —gk(T,T)dc(t + 7r*Fk)I the sequence Fk converges to a smooth
function F on 5, meaning that the sequence hk converges to the hermitian inner
product h = e2F h, whereas each ^k • w% converges to &i, which is the curvature form
of L~€i equipped with the hermitian inner product induced by h.
It follows that UJ is the Kahler form of an extremal admissible Kahler metric on M
with respect to (L,h). Since the extremal polynomial FQ of ft only depends of the
iV-tuple A and of the e^'s, FQ should then be positive on (—1,1) by Proposition 1.7
again. Case (ii) is then discarded as well.
•

2.4. A borderline case example. — In this section, we present a family of examples of (normalized) admissible Kahler classes on an admissible rules manifold
M = P(l ® L) —• S whose extremal polynomials are non-negative but have a repeated
root, which can be chosen irrational, on (—1,1).
The simplest examples are obtained by considering (complex) four-dimensional
admissible ruled manifolds for which S = I~Ii=i
where each Si is a Riemann surfaces
of genus Qi greater than one. For I = 1,2,3, the (constant) scalar curvatures S{ of Si
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is then negative; more precisely, by the Gauss-Bonnet formula,
(2.49)

St =

4(1 - 9i)
,
ki

where k{ denotes the degree of the polarizing line bundle Li = L^6i (cf. Section 1.1
and formula (1.62) in Section 1.10). In particular, each si can be made equal to any
negative rational number by an appropriate choice of the genus gi and of the degree
ki.
Our aim is to construct a family of (normalized) admissible Kahler classes fix °n
M , for an appropriate choice of the scalar curvatures Si—hence of the line bundles Li
on Si by (2.49)—in such a way that the extremal polynomials be of the form
(2.50)

FQx(x) = C(l - x2)(x2 + rx-

l)2,

for some positive constants C and r. The polynomial in the rhs of (2.50) satisfies
the first boundary condition (1.46) for extremal polynomials and is non-negative on
(—1,1). It has two repeated roots: a positive one, r+ = —r+\/r2+4 , m the open
2
interval (0,1); a negative one, r_ = —i—-v/r2+4
, in (—oo, —1). The first and second
2
derivatives of F^x are given by:
(2.51)

F^x(x) = C(-T6X5 - lOrx4 + 4(3 - r2)x3 + 12rx2 + 2(r2 - 3)x - 2r)

and
(2.52)

Fnx(x) = C(-30x4 - AOrx3 + 12(3 - r2)x2 + 24rx + 2(r2 - 3)).

In particular, F^x(-1) = 2Cr2 and F^x = -2CV2. It follows that Fnx satisfies the
second boundary condition (1.47) for extremal polynomials if and only if
(2.53)
where pnx(x) =

PQx(-l)=PQx(l)

= Cr2,

3

(Xi + 6ix) denotes the characteristic polynomial (8) of fix, cf.
i=l
(1.7). If we write pnx(x) = 3 PjX3 j, with po = eie2e3, pi =
Ci€jXk, P2 =
7=0
eiXjXk, P3 = A1À2À3 (summation over the circular permutation of (1,2,3)),
<ijk
(2.53) is equivalent to the two conditions:
(2.54)

Po + Vi = 0,

(2.55)

Pi +P3 = Cr2.

The condition (2.54) cannot be satisfied if all
(2.56)

ex = e2 = 1,

are equal to 1 or —1: We then assume
€3 = - 1 ,

(8) As long as the Si and the €i—hence the Si and the polarizing line bundles Li e% over Si—
have not beenfixed,QX is only a "virtual" admissible Kàhler class encoded by an admissible triple
X = {Ai, À2, A3}.
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and (2.54) then reads:
(2.57)

A3 =

1 + AiA2
Ai + Ao

Notice that 1+AiAo = 1 + (Ai-1)(A 1) > 1. The condition (2.55) determines the
Ai+A2
A1+A2
constant G as follows:
A1À2A3 + A3 — Ai — A2
(2.58)
C = Pi +P3 ,
r2
r2
Notice, by using (2.57), that A1A2A3 + A3 — Ai — A2 = (l+A1A2)2-(Ai+A2)2 =
Ai+A2
(A? —l)(Ao —1)> 0. Also notice that
A1+A2
Al - 1
A?-l
(2.59)
Ai — A3 =
>0.
> 0,
A2 - A3 =
Ai + A2
Ai + A2
Now, for any positive real number r and for any admissible triple A = {Ai,A2,A3J
satisfying (2.57), the polynomial Fnx defined by (2.50), where C is defined by (2.58),
is actually the extremal polynomial of the (normalized) admissible Kahler class Ct\ if
and only if FQX(X) = R(x), where, in general, R(x) is defined by (1.42) in Section 1.9.
In the present situation, this condition is then:
(2.60)

F"Oa (x)= *i(À2 +

(A3 -x)

+ S2(A3 - x)(Xi + x) + 53(Ai + x)(X2 + x)

- (ax + /?)(Ai + x)(\2 + a?)(A3 - x ) ,

where a,(3 are real constants. In view of (2.60), we now assume that Ai and A2 are
distinct, hence Ai > A2 say. This implies that the s^s are uniquely determined by
(2.61)
F"OA (A3)
^(-A2)
^;(-Ai)
SO SI =
«3 =
(A2-A1)(A3 + A1)'
(Ai-A2)(A3 + A2)'
(A1+A3XA2 + A3)'
a special case of the general formula (1.49). By using (2.52), this can be re-written as
(2.62) si =

(2.63) s2 =

(2.64) s3 =

2C

(A1-A2ÏÏA1+A3)

((6A? - 1) r2 - 4Ai(5A2 - 3) r + 15A? - 18A? + 3)),

2C
( - (6A^ - 1) r2 + 4A2(5Al - 3) r - 15A| + 18A^ - 3)),
(Ai -A2XA2 + A3)
2C
(Ai + A3)(A2 + A 3 )

( - (6A2; - 1) r2 - 4A3(5A| - 3) r - 15A| + 18A^ - 3)).

Conversely, if si,s2,s3 are given these values, then FQX(X) is of the form (2.60)—as
-Ffix (x) - Si (A2 + x) (A3 - x) + s2 (A3 - x) (Ai + x) + s3 (Ai + x) (A2 + x) is then divisible
by (Ai + x)(A2 + a;) (A3 — x)—so that FQX is indeed an extremal polynomial provided
however that the real numbers Sj defined by (2.62)-(2.63)-(2.64) can be realized as
the scalar curvatures of Riemann surfaces Si of genus greater than 1, polarized by a
holomorphic line bundle L~€i. According to (2.49), this can be done whenever
are
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(arbitrary) negative rational numbers. This forces us to assume that Ai,A2—hence
also A3 by (2.57)—are rational, as well as the parameter r.
By (2.64), S3 is negative for any r > 0 and any admissible triple {Ai,A2,A3}. By
(2.63)-(2.64), si is negative if and only if
(2.65)

^ - ( A i ) < r < V>+(Ai),

and so is negative if and only if
(2.66)

r<</>-(A2)

or

r>^+(A2),

by setting
(2.67)

IMA) =

2A(5A2 - 3) ± VlOA6 + 3A4 + 3
6A2-1

It is easy to check that V - is increasing from ^ _ ( 1 ) = 0 to +00 and that
is
increasing from ?/>+(l) = 8/5 to 00 when A runs from 1 to +00. We readily infer:
For any (rational) admissible triple {Ai,A2,A3} satisfying (2.57) and Ai > A2, the
(rational) numbers si,s2,s3 given by (2.62)-(2.63)-(2.64) are all negative if and only
if
(2.68)

^ _ ( A i ) < r < ^+(Ai)

if < M A i ) > < M A 2 ) , o r
(2.69)

V+(A2) <r < V+(Ai),

if ip-(Xi) < ^+(A2). The above discussion can be summarized by the following
statement ([3, Example 1]):
Proposition 2.6. — For any admissible triple /= {Ai,A2,A3J of rational numbers satisfying (2.57) and Ai > A2, denote by I/the open interval in (8/5, +00) defined by
(2.68W2.69). Then, for any rational number r in Is, there exists a (complex) fourdimensional ruled manifold M = P(10L) —• S = r3 Si, where each Si is a Riemann
2=1
surface of hyperbolic type, such that 0,/is a (normalized) admissible Kâhler class on
M whose extremal polynomial Fçt/ is of the form (2.50), with C defined by (2.58).
Remark 2.3. — In view of the current conjectures concerning the link between the
existence of extremal Kâhler metrics and stability questions considered in the next
chapter, the case of particular interest in Proposition 2.6 is when r is chosen so that
4 FQX in (0,1) is irrational, lï r is written as
the repeated root r+ = -1 + Vr2 + of
2
r = p/q, for two (relatively prime) positive integers, this happens if and only if the
integer p2 + 4#2 is not a square, hence for "most" rational numbers in I\.
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3. Extremal metrics and stability
3.1. The Futaki character on polarized manifolds. — In this section, M =
(M, J, g, UJ) denotes a general compact Kahler manifold of complex dimension m,
polarized by a hermitian holomorphic line bundle L, meaning that Rv = icu, i.e. that
the Kahler form u is the curvature form of the Chern connection V of L. In particular,
Q — [UJ] = 2TTCI(L). We denote by IT the projection of L on M. As usual, L is viewed
as a complex manifold of complex dimension m + 1.
We consider an S1 -action on M which preserves the whole Kahler structure. Denote
by X the generator of this action, i.e. the (real) vector field X defined by X(x) =
eit - x, for any x in M. We assume that the action is hamiltonian, i.e. that
d
dt \t=0
X = gradw/x = Jgrad^/X, for some real function fx well-defined up to an additive
constant.
For any choice of fx, X lifts to a vector field I on L, preserving the natural
complex structure of L, defined by X = X — (7r*fx) T, where X denotes the horizontal
lift of X on L determined by V and T the generator of the standard S1 -action on
L (= the usual multiplication by S1 on each fiber). Moreover, for an appropriate
choice of fx, X is the generator of a holomorphic 51-action on L which lifts the given
51-action on M , cf. e.g. [19, Proposition 7.5.1]. Such a distinguished momentum is
well-defined up to an additive integer. We henceforth assume that X is the generator
of a lifted 51-action on L, corresponding to the distinguished momentum fx. Notice
that the lifted action on L determines a lifted 51-action on all tensor powers Lk of L.
The lifted action induces a C-linear 51-action on the space, T(L), of smooth sections
of L, defined by
(3.1)

(C-s)(x) =

C-(s(C1-x)),

for any s in T(L), any £ in S1 and any x in M. According to the general definition
of the Lie derivative, we then define:
(3.2)

Cxs = -

for any s in T(L) and any x in M.
rewritten as
(3.3)

d
eu • s.
dt\t=o

In terms of covariant derivative, this can be

Cxs = Vxs +

ifxs.

The Lie derivative Cx preserves the subspace H°(M, L) of holomorphic sections of L
and thus induces a C-linear, skew-symmetric action on H°(M, L) and, more generally,
on H°(M,Lk) for any positive integer k.
Definition 3.1. — The infinitesimal weight of the lifted 51-action on L is the trace of
the hermitian operator — iCx on H°(M,L).
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Example 3.1. — Let (V, (•,•)) be any hermitian (m + l)-dimensional complex vector
space and denote by P(V) the corresponding complex projective space, equipped with
the induced Fubini-Study Kahler metric of holomorphic sectional curvature equal to
2: the Kahler form UJ is then the curvature form —iRv of the Chern connection of
the dual tautological line bundle (9(1), equipped with the induced hermitian inner
product, cf. Section 1.1. Any hermitian endomorphism A of V with integer eigenval
ues ao, a i , . . . , am determines an S^-action on P(V) by: elt • x = eltA(x), for any x in
P(V). This action preserves the whole Kahler metric. The generator of this action
is the (real) Hamiltonian Killing vector field XA defined by XA(x) : u G x —
i > iA(u)
mod x (we here the natural identification TXF(V) = Hom(a:, V/x)). This action has a
natural, tautological, lift on the tautological bundle 0(—1), namely e%t • u = eltA(u),
for any x in P(V) and any u in the complex line x. The dual 51-action on 0 ( 1 )
is then (elt • a)(u) = a(e~ttA(u)), for any a in 0 ( 1 ) * = x*. This is a lift of the
above S1 -action on 0 ( 1 ) , corresponding to the distinguished momentum defined by
fx (x) = (Au,u), for any unit generator u of x. The space if°(P(V), 0 ( 1 ) ) is nat
urally identified with the dual space V*: each element a of V* can be viewed as a
holomorphic section of 0 ( 1 ) by setting a(x) = ot\x. Prom the above discussion, we
readily infer Cx^a = ao A. In particular, the infinitesimal weight of XA is the trace
of A, i.e. m ai.
i=0
It is a far reaching observation by S. Donaldson [15] that TQ(—JX)
can be com
puted by using the asymptotic expansions of the infinitesimal weights, Wk(X), of the
lifted 51-action on Lfe, when k tends to infinity. More precisely, denote by dk the
(complex) dimension of H°(M,Lk); then
wK(X)

(3.4)

=

kdk

M

fXVa

VO

1 Tn(-JX)
+ 4
VO

fc"1 + 0(A:-2),

where fx denotes the distinguished momentum of X determined by the chosen lifted
51-action on L and VQ the volume of ( M , fi).
If Y is the generator of another hamiltonian 51-action on M , preserving the whole
Kahler structure, the combined infinitesimal weight w(X, Y) on L is defined as the
trace of the product operator (—iCx) ° (—iCy) on H°(M,L). Denote by Wk{X,Y)
the combined infinitesimal weight on H°(M,Lk). We then have
(3.5)

wK(X,Y)

k2dk

-

wK(X)

wK(Y)

kdk

kdk

=

Bn(-JX, - JY)
+ 0(k ~ 1).
VO

The key point is that formulae (3.4)-(3.5) can be used to define J7n(—JX) and
BQ(-JX,
—JY) in the case when M is singular and these objects cannot be defined
directly in geometric terms. Such situations occur in particular when considering test
configurations introduced by G. Tian [41] and S. Donaldson [15] to check the stability
of polarized projective manifolds.
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3.2. Deformation to the normal cone. — In general, for any closed subscheme
E of a complex variety M , the deformation to the normal cone of E in M is a classical
construction in algebraic geometry, by which the embedding of E in M is connected
to its embedding in its normal cone C = C ^ M as the zero section.
This is done by considering the blow-up—call it V(M)—of the product M x P 1
along E x (1 : 0), where (1 : 0) is the point at infinity of the standard complex projective
line P, and the induced projection p : V(M) - » P1. Denote by q : V(M) -* M x P1 the
blow-down mapping: the exceptional divisor #-1(E x (1 : 0)) is then the projectivized
normal cone P(C 0 1) of E x (1 : 0) in M x P1. For each (A : p) ^ (1 : 0) in P1, the
fiber p-1((A : fi)) is naturally identified with M , whereas the central fiber p~l((l : 0))
splits into two pieces:
(i) the exceptional divisor P(l © C ) , and
(ii) the blow-up M of M along E.
Notice that the two pieces M and P ( 1 0 C ) of the central fiber intersect at the divisor
at infinity P(C) in P(l 0 C ) , which is also the exceptional divisor of the blow-up of
M along E.
Since the blow-up of E x P1 along E x ((1 : 0)) is E x P1 again, E x P1 is naturally
embedded over P1 in V(M): For any (A : p) ^ (1 : 0) in P1, the induced embedding
E <^-> P_1((A : fx)) = M is isomorphic to the initial embedding E
M , whereas, over
(1 : 0), E is embedded in p~x(l : 0)) = P(l 0 C ) U M as the zero section in the normal
cone C C P(l 0 C) (cf. [16, Chapter 5] for details).
In this paper, we consider this construction in the case when M = P(l 0 L) is an
admissible ruled manifold and E = Eoo is the infinity section (9\ Since Eoo is smooth,
its normal cone C is simply the normal bundle TM^^/TT,^
= (7r*L*)|Soo. With the
above notation, the central fiber p_1((l : 0)) is the union of
(i) M , identified with M , as E ^ is a divisor of M , and
(ii) the exceptional divisor P ( C © 1), identified with P(L* 0 1) via the natural iden
tification EQO = S.
Via the natural isomorphism P(L* 0 1) = P(l 0 L) obtained by tensoring L* 0 1
by L, P(C 0 1) is naturally identified with M again and its intersection with M = M
in V(M) is then the zero section Eo.
As observed in Remark 1.1 of Section 1.2, E ^ is the zero divisor of the holomorphic
section of 0M(1)> S say, determined by the natural projection of 1 0 L to the trivial
bundle 1 = S x C. This allows for the following alternative description of V(M),
which is a particular case of the general MacPherson's graph construction [33]. Let
P(l © 0 M ( - 1)) denote the natural compactification of OM(—1) over M and consider
(9) The choice of EQO instead of the zero section Eq is inessential.
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the embedding M x (P1 \ (1 : 0)) ^ P(l 0 OM (-1)) x P1 defined by
(3.6)

(£ = (z : u), (A : /x)) -

((As : /x (z, u)), (A : /x)) G P(C 0 f) x P1,

for any £ = (z : u) e P(C 0 ^ ) in M—cf. Section 1.1 for the notation—and for
any (A : /x) ^ (1 : 0) in P1. In (3.6), Xz has to be regarded as Xs(£)((z,u)).
Then,
V(M) is alternatively defined as the closure of the image of M x (P1 \ (1 : 0)) in
P ( 1 0 0 M ( — 1 ) ) xP1 by the embedding (3.6), hence as the (closed) complex submanifold
of P(l 0 O M ( - 1 ) ) x
whose elements are of the form ((a : (/3, u)), (A : /x)), for any
pair (a, (3) of complex numbers such that Xf3—iia = 0, cf. Example 5.1.2 and Example
18.1.6 (d) in [16].
We denote by it : V(M) —» 5 the natural projection induced by n : M —» 5; for
any y in 5, we set V(M)y — 7r~1(y).
In order to get a more concrete grasp on V(M)y, we write P1 = P(Ci 0 C2), where
Ci and C2 stand for two copies of C, we rewrite My = 7r~1(y) = P(C2 0 Ly) and we
introduce the complex projective plane F2 = P(Ci 0 C2 0 Ly): V(M)y can then be
viewed as a (compact) complex submanifold of the product My x P1 x P j , namely
the space of ((z : u), (A : /x), (a : (3 : v)) in My x P1 x Fy such that (a,/3) belongs to
the complex line (A : /x) (in P1 = P(Ci 0 C2)) and (/3,v) belongs to the complex line
(z : u) (in My = P(C2 ©Ly)), that is to say the 2-dimensional (compact, smooth)
complex submanifold of My xF1 xF2 defined by the equations:
(3.7)

/XOJ

— A/3 = 0,

zv — pu = 0.

For any y in S, denote byphy : V(M)y -> My, p2,y : V(M)y
P1, p3,y : £ > ( M ) Y - > P2
the induced projections and by CIJ3/, C ^ y , C3?2/ the (complex) curves in V(M)y defined
by
(3.8)

Ci,„ = { ( ( z : u ) , (1:0), ( 1 : 0 : 0 ) ) ,

(z : и) € My = P(C2 0 Ly)},

(3.9)

Ca,, = {((0 : u ) , ( A : j i ) , ( 0 : 0 : u ) ) ,

(A : ц) € P1 = P ( d © C2)},

(3.10)

C3,v = {((0 : « ) , ( ! :0), (a : 0 : w ) ) ,

(a : v) € P(Ci © Ly)}.

The curves Ci^ and C2j2/ are tautologically identified with My and P1 respectively,
whereas C3,y will be identified with My via the the natural identification Ci = C2, i.e.
via the map (a : v) G P(Ci 0 Ly) = P(C2 0 Ly)
((0 : w), (1 : 0), (a : 0 : v)). The
curves Ci?2/ and C2,y are disjoint; the intersection C\,y n C3?y is (Joo(y) in Ci?y = My
and o~o(y) in C35?/ = My; the intersection C2^y nC3??/ is (1 : 0) in C2,y = P1 and o~oo(y)
in C3,y = My.
Each fiber T>(M)y of 7r : P ( M ) —> S is a blow-up of P2 at two points, via the
map ps^y, which contracts the curves C\,y and C2,y to the points [Ci] and [Ly] of P2
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respectively, and a blow-up of My x P1 at one point, via the map (pi,y,P2,y)> which
contracts the curve C3^y to the point ([Ly] = ^^(y), (1 : 0)) of My x P1.
Denote by q : V(M) —> M x P1, resp. p : V(M) —• P1, the map whose restriction to
each V(M)y is (pi,y,P2,y)5 resp. p2,y. Then, q realizes D ( M ) as a blow-up of M x P1
along EQO x (1 : 0), hence as the deformation to the normal cone of E ^ , according
to the general construction described at the beginning of this section, and p is the
induced projection on P1. Accordingly, each (jP\,y,P2,y), resp. P2,y, will be renamed
qy, resp. py.
For any y in S and for any (A : p) ^ (1 : 0), pyl({\ : p)) is isomorphic to My, via
the embedding My w V(M)y defined by:
(3.11)

(z : u) H-> ((2; : w), (A : / / ) , (Az : (iz : fiu)).

This family of embeddings parametrized by P1 \ (1 : 0) can be viewed as a unique
embedding of M x (P1 \ (1 : 0)) in V(M)y.

The restriction of this embedding to

0oo(2/) X (P1 \ (1 : 0)) then extends to an embedding of a^y)

x P1 in V(M)y), given

by
(3.12)

( ( 0 : t i ) , ( A : , i ) ) ~ ( ( 0 : u ) , (A:/x), ( 0 : 0 : u ) ) ,

whose image is C2,y.
The central fiber p~x((l : 0)) is C\ìV U C3)2/ over each y in 5. By setting C\ —
UyeSCiìyi C2 = UyesC2iy and C3 = UyeSC3iy, we then get
(3.13)

p - 1 ( ( l : 0 ) ) = CiUC3,

where Ci and C3 are both identified with M as explained above. The intersection
Ci fl C3 is then identified with E0 in C\ = M and with E ^ in C3 = M .
3.3. The space T>(M) as a test configuration: Polarizations. — For any y
in 5, denote by Ai)2/, A2}3/, A3jy the holomorphic line bundles on V(M)y defined by
Pi,Y(°My(l)), P2,y(CV(l)), PÌ,y(°^yiX)) respectively. Each Aijy,A2,y,A3)1, admits a
distinguished holomorphic section whose zero divisor is C2,y + C3}2/, Ciìy + C3ìy, CiìV +
C2,y + C3j2/ respectively. If CiìV, C2,y, C3jy are regarded a elements of H2(T>(M)y, Z),
by Poincaré duality, we then have
Ci,y = С 1 ( Л ^ ® Л 3 ) г / ) ,
(3.14)

C2,y = с 1 ( Л ^ ® Л 3 , у ) ,
C3,y = c i ( A i , „ <g> Л2,у О Л ^ ) ,

where ci(-) stands for the (first) Chern class.
We now choose an admissible polarization on M , i.e. an admissible Kàhler class
OA on M in the image of H2(M,Z) in # 2 ( M , R ) . By Remark 1.1, this means that
the A^'s are integers and that Q/27T = C\(T\), where F\ is given by (1.11).
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In order to turn V(M) into a test configuration compatible with this polarization,
we need a hermitian holomorphic line bundle, £ , on P ( M ) , whose restriction to
p~l({\ : //)) is the chosen polarization of M = p_1((A : /x)) if (A : /x) ^ (1 : 0) and
which induces, in some sense, a polarization on the central
fiber
: 0)) (however,
C is not required to be a polarization on the whole space V(M)).
For each V{M)y, this will be done by twisting the pull-back of (F\)\MV on 'D(M)y
by an appropriate multiple —aCz,y of the exceptional divisor, i.e. by tensoring the
pull-back of {T\)\MY by Aj^J® A^J ®Ag y for some positive rational number a (strictly
speaking, a should be chosen an integer but, for our purposes, it will be sufficient that
ka be an integer for k a positive integer growing to infinity). By using (1.11), we thus
get:
N

(3.15)

Aa
3,2/

A—a
2,y

L \V(M)Y = A2-0
1,2/

2=1

L 1-CiXiy.
i

We now show that the restriction of C to each fiber p 1((X : /x)), is ample whenever
0 < a < 2.
We first consider the case when (A : /x) ^ (1;0). From (3.11) we infer that the
restriction of As^y to p~X((A : /x)) is naturally identified with the restriction of Aij2/ <g>
A2,y, so that:
N

(3.16)

L |Py 1 ((^:M))= A 2
i,y

L 1-eiXi y = № 0 |My,
i=l 1

for any a.
We now consider the central fiber p_1((l : 0)), which is C\^y UCsiV in each V(M)y.
On Ci?y, we have A2,y = A3)2/ = C*, so that:
N

C \Cl, y= A 2-a
1,2/

i=1

(3.17)

L l-e,A, )y
i
N

(1 - a ) |My
= (F A

E

l-e,A,
2

2=1

9

2/ J

whereas, on CsiV, we have Aijy = L*, A2,y = CJ, A3>y = Ai>y, so that:
N

L

a
C3,y = A 1,2/

Ca

(3.18)

L a-2
2/

2=1

N
= (F Aa [My
2=1
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and 0(oo) = 27rci(£|C3), both regarded as defined

on M , we thus get
N

(3.19)

ft(0)

- (1 - a/2) (S +
i=l

Xi - a/2 a
1

-a/2

h* [wSi]),

and
N

O(oo> = a/2 ( 5 +

(3.20)

Xi + (1 - a/2 e4
h* [wSi]),
a/2

i=l
These evidently belong to the (admissible) Kâhler cone of M if and only if 0 < a < 2.
Moreover, via the common identification Eo = S » = S, the restriction of

to E ^

coincides with the restriction of

to E0, as it must be. More precisely, by setting

(3.21)

a = 1 — x,

we have
N

O (0) = Si foo) =
|Eoo
|E0

(3.22)

(Xi +X€i) [LUSI\I

i=l
which is the class of the Kàhler form of the Kàhler reduction of M , equipped with the
admissible Kâhler metric (1.12) in fix » for the level set z = x. We infer that the pair
(ft(°),fl(°°)) determines a well-defined "polarization" on the (singular) central fiber
p-1((l : 0)). This polarization depends on the parameter x in (—1,1) and will be
therefore denoted by № x \
3.4. The space V(M) as a test configuration: C*-actions. — The C*-action
on P1 defined by C • {X : p) = (C-1A : p) determines a C*-action, denoted by a, on
£>(M), defined by:
(3.23)

C 'A ( ( * : u), (A : /x), (a : (3 : t;)) = ((* : u), (C_1A : p), ( C 1

a:0:v)).

This action moves the fibers of p. It fixes the fiber p-1((0 : 1)) (this is smooth,
identified with M , and plays no particular role in the story), and the central fiber
p~1((l : 0)) = C\ U C3: the action OR is then trivial on C\ and coincides with the
natural C*-action on C3 = M .
The natural C*-action on M = P(l ® L)—cf. Section 1.1—induces an C*-action
on V(M), denoted by 0, defined by
(3.24)

C 7* ((* : ti), (A : /i), (a : /? : V)) = ((* : C^), (A :p),(a:f3:

C*)),

for £ in C*. This action preserves the fibers of p and coincides with the natural enaction on each fiber p_1((A : //)), (A : p) ^ (1 : 0), via the embedding (3.11). On the
central fiber p_1((l : 0) = C\ U C3, where C\ and C3 are both identified with M as
explained above, the action /8 coincides with the natural C*-action on M.
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Notice that these actions preserve each fiber of jf : V(M) —> S and are therefore
entirely determined by their induced actions on V(M)y for each y in S. Moreover, on
each V(M)y, both A and j8 have natural lifts on the line bundles Ai)3/, A2,y, &3,y This
determines an A- and a j£J-action on C as well as on the vector space of its holomorphic
sections.
For each fiber p~1((X : u)), and each positive integer fc, the space of holomorphic sections of C k
coincides with the space of holomorphic sections of the
|p-i((A:/x))'
holomorphic vector bundle, Efc'(A:/x\ on S whose fiber E k,(\:u)
at y is the space of
Y
holomorphic sections of L
IP^CCA-./X))If (A;/i) ^ (1 : 0), we infer from (3.16):
M

E k,(X:a)=
m
(3.25)

L l — €i\ik

S2k((C2®Ly)*)
M

2k

—7

ay

=

y

i

*=i

L 1-eiXi k

y'
i
i=1
3=0
where, in general, Se(V) denotes the ^-th symmetric tensor power of V. We thus have
(3.26)

# (p

((A : u)),C k
b-1((A:/x)) ) =

M

2k

H°(S,
3=0

i=i

9 1-c.Ai )k
i

L-j).

On the central fiber p~1((l : 0)), Ey1'0' is obtained by considering the direct sum
of the spaces of holomorphic sections of Ck on C\ and C3 separately, then removing
the common part on C\ fl C3. From (3.17), we infer
N

H°(C 1,1/ ' c to ) = (
|C1,y
i=l

(3.27)

L l-€iXi \k
i
y

S k(2-a)( ( c 2 e L y ) * )
k{2-a)

N

=

L 1 — tiXik
y
i

L—7
y .

i=l
3=0
Moreover, the infinitesimal weight of A , as defined in Definition 3.1, is 0 on this
N L 1-CiAt k
Tri
space, whereas the infinitesimal weight of p is J on each factor
'¿=1 i
y
(for this computation and similar ones in the sequel, compare with Example 3.1 in
Section 3.1).
From (3.18), we infer
N

H°(C 3,y' c H ) = (
C1,y
(3.28)

i=l
N

=
i=1
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L 1-eiXi k
i
>y

C ka
1

L -k(2-a)
Y

2k
C

j=k(2-a)

i-k 2-a)
1

S ka(

(CIEIvn

L -j

y.
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N
1 — €iXi
L —? , the infinitesimal weight
) k c j-k(2-a)
i=l B I
y
1
y
of a is j — k(2 — a), whereas the infinitesimal weight of p is j .
N I 1 —€¿Ai) k L -k(2-a) , which appears in both
fSk
Finally, i f ° ( C 1,yn C
3,2/5 ) = ( ¿=1 i
y
2/
expressions with weight 0 for a.
By removing this term from the rhs of (3.27) or (3.28), and by removing the factors
C i-k 2-a appearing in the rhs of (3.28)—but keeping them in mind for weight issues—

Moreover, on each factor

we eventually get
N

IEfc,(l:0)=
y

(3.29)

i=l

2k

ñ 1 - EiAi) fe
i
y

L -7

y ,

j=0

hence
N

2k
fc
|p-H(l:0)) ) =

H\p-\l:Q),C

(3.30)

H°(S,(
i=l

3=0

a 1—e¿A¿) k
i

L

-j ).

It is convenient to rewrite (3.30) as follows
N

k
(3.31)

tfOfr-1«!

:())),/ <k
|p-i((l:0)) ) =

)k),
L Ai + l/kEi
i

H°(S,(
i=l

i=-k

where each Li = L{ €i is ample and polarizes (S^^sJ—cf. Section 1.1—and where
we changed the index by setting

e = j - k.

(3.32)

N

Moreover, the infinitesimal weight of a on H°(S, (i
0
(3.33)

iî£<k(l-a)

t-kx

i=l

L

Xi+i/kti )fe)is
i

= kx

if kx < £ < k,
N
L Xi+e/kei )h) is
i=1 i
-k<£<k.

whereas the infinitesimal weight of j8 on H°(S, (
(3.34)

k +L

3.5. The relative Futaki invariant of V(M).

— For any x in ( - 1 , 1 ) D Q , the

Futaki invariant of the C*-action a on the centralfiberp~l((l
polarization

is defined by T^x\a)

= FQ^X) (-JX),

where X denotes the generator

of the 51-action induced by a. We similarly define: T^x\fi)
denotes the generator of the 51-action induced by /S, B^(a,fi)
and B(P,fi)

= B^X)(—JY,

: 0)) with respect to the
= Jr^)(—JF), where Y
= B^X) (-JX,

— JY) (as we shall see below, ^(fi) and B((i,fi)

—JY)
are inde-

pendent of x). The relative Futaki invariant of a with respect to j£J, in the sense of
(2.9), is then
(3.35)

^x)(a)

= ^ \ a ) -

B(x) (a,B)
B (b,b)

T(ß).
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The aim of this section is to provide a self-contained computation of T^x\ci) by
using (3.4)-(3.5) and to prove the following theorem, first established by G. Szekelyhidi
in [39] in the case of pseudo-Hirzebruch surfaces, then extended to the general case
in [3, Section 4.4]:
Theorem 3.1. — For any x in (-1, 1), we have
(3.36)

FixXa) =

-2*V(S)

Fnlx)
1 PnXsjds
-1

N V(Si,9Si) denotes the volume of S and, we recall, pçt/ and Fq/
i=1
denote the characteristic and the extremal polynomial of ft/ respectively.

where V(S) =

Ei and
Proof. — Denote by dk(t) the (complex) dimension of H°(S, ( N L Ai + l/k )k)
i=1 i
by dk the dimension of H°(p-l({l : 0 ) ) , £ 3
); by (3.31), we then have
|p-1 ((1:0))
k
(3.37)

dk —

dk(t).
e=-k

We denote by Wk(a:), resp. wk((i), the infinitesimal weight of A , resp. jff, and by
wk(a,(J), resp. wk((i,(i), the combined infinitesimal weight—as defined in Section
3.1—of A,j8, resp. of j8,j8, on the space H°(p
: 0)),£ k
). Prom (3.33)•|p-i((l:0))
(3.34), we readilv infer:
k

k
(3.38)

Wk(a) =

(£-kx)dk(£),
£=kx

Wk(fi) =

{t +
e=-k

k
(3.39)

ti;* ( « , £ ) =

k)dk(i\

k
(e + k)(e-kx)dk{e),

wK{P,P)

(e + k)2dk(e).

=

£=-k

£=kx

Lemma 3.1. — When k tends to infinity, dkU) has the asymptotic expansion
dk(£) =
(3.40)

V(S)
(kdpnie/k)
(27T)d
kd-1
+

{R(l/k) + pQX^/k)(ae/k

+ ¡3)) + 0(kd~2)

4

where, we recall, pçL/ denotes the characteristic polynomial of Çt/, defined by (1.7); R
is the polynomial defined in (1.42); a,(3 are the normalized leading coefficients of the
extremal polynomial Fçif, i.e. the constant appearing in the rhs o/(1.42).
Proof. — Since Li is ample on Si, and 0 < A^ — 1 < Xi + £/k €{< \i; + 1 for each — k <
i < k, for k large enough dk(f) is equal to x((G$iLi L^l/ke*)k),
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N L \i+£/k€i )k. By the Riemann-Roch theorem, we have
H=l i

Euler characteristic of (
that

N

N

(3.41)

Ei =
L Ai + l/k )*)
i

X((
i=l

ch((
S

i=l

L \i+£/k€i T)td(S),
i

N

L \i+£/ke., )k) denotes the Chern character of the complex line bundle
where ch((
i=l i
N n Xi+£/k€i
T and td(5) the Todd class of the holomorphic tangent bundle of S.
( i=l
Recall that the Chern character of any complex line bundle C is defined by ch(£) =
CI (CV, whereas the Todd class is the multiplicative characteristic class
e ci(£) = oo
r=0 r\
associated to the generating series x/(l — e x); in particular td(5) = l + CI(S)/2H
,
cf. e.g. [24]. We thus get:
d
dk (l) =
r=0

(27T)r

(2n)d

(3.42)

'S

N

kd-1
+
=

s

N (\i + llk€i)[USi])d
,i=l

kd

=

N (Xi + e/keA lcjsAY
4=1
(l + C l ( S ) / 2 + - . . )
r\

kr

/¿=1

(Xi + e/keAlLJsA) i-l

(2vr)d 's

A

(d-1)!

V(S)
(kdpnx(e/k) + k d-1 pOA
(t/k)
(2n)d

N

i=l

ci(S)
+ 0{kd-2)
2

Si/4
+ 0(kd-2)).
\i + e/k ei

We conclude by using (1.42).
In order to evaluate the asymptotic expansions of the sums in (3.37), (3.38) etc.
we use the following asymptotic formula, known as the trapezium rule:
•6

bk
(3.43)

fU/k)

fit) dt +

=k
a

£=ak

1
( / ( a ) + /(&))+ 0 ( 0
2

for any polynomial / , where ak < bk are integers, and £ runs over all integers between
ka and kb.
For convenience, we assume, without loss of generality, that V(S) = (27r)d and we
simply write p(t) for pnx(t).
Corollary 3.1. — When k tends to infinity, dk has the asymptotic expansion
rl
(3.44)

dk = k^1

p(s) ds -+
r-l

kd
4

1
{pL8 + ß)p(8)d8 +

0(kd-1).

-1

Proof. — Direct consequence of Lemma 3.1 and of the trapezium rule (3.43).
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Corollary 3.2. — When k tends to infinity, wk(a) has the asymptotic expansion
-1
Wk(a) = -kd+2

(s — x)p(s)ds
FX

(3.45)

kd+1
-

4

(FM

l

-f

(s - x)(as + P)p(s)ds) + 0(kd).

x

In particular,
1

1
FnXx)
(s — x)p(s)ds
k-1
=
1 p(s) ds
4 l p(s)ds
-1
-l
l s(s — x)p(s)ds •l p(s)ds — »i (s — x)p(s)ds R1. sp(s)ds
a
-1
-l
fc"1
x
= 4 X
•l v(s)ds)2
( -1
+ 0(*T2)

wkU)
=
kdk
(3.46)

X

Proof. — (3.45) is a direct consequence of Lemma 3.1 and of (3.43), by using the
identity (1.43)-(1.44) and the expression (1.48) of the extremal polynomial FQX; (3.46)
readily follows from (3.45) and (3.44).
•
Corollary 3.3. — When k tends to infinity, wk(J) has the asymptotic expansion
(3.47)

wk{Jj = -kd+2

1

ks+1
(s + l)p(s)ds -

-1

4

1

(as + 8)(s + 1 ) p(s)ds + 0(kd).

-1

In particular,
wk(A
kdk
(3.48)

1 (1 + s)p(s)ds
-l
•l p(s)ds
-l
l s2 p(s)ds •l p(s)ds — 1 sp(s)ds 1 sp(s)ds
a
-l
'-1
-l
-l
AT1
+ 4
1 p(s)ds 2
-l
+ 0(/T2).

Proof. — Direct consequence of Lemma 3.1 and of

(3.43).

•

Corollary 3.4. — When k tends to infinity, wk (a, J) has the asymptotic expansion
(3.49)
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In particular,
wkU,A

(3.50)

wkU) wk(A
=
kdk
k2dk
kdk
l s(s — x)p(s)ds - p(s)ds — 1 (s — x)p(s)ds 1 s ms)ds
X
-1
X
-l
1 p(s)ds 2
-l
+ 0(AT1)

Proof. — Direct consequence of Lemma 3.1 and of (3.43).

•

Corollary 3.5. — When k tends to infinity, wk (/, A) has the following asymptotic ex
pansion:
wk(AA = h d+3

(3.51)

1
(s + l)2p(s)ds + 0(kd+2).
-1

In particular,

(3.52)

wk (b) WhiA
wk(AA
=
k2dk - kdk
kdk
1 s2 p(s)ds l p(s)ds
-l
-l
'-1

1
l
s v(s)ds
tms)ds
-1
'-1
v(s)ds 2
-

+ 0(fc"1)
Proof. — Direct consequence of Lemma 3.1 and of (3.43).

•

By using (3.4W3.5) and VQx = 2TT V(S)

v(s)ds (deduced from (1.27)), we obtain
-l
.1
p(s)ds):
(by temporarily omitting the overall factor 2irV(S)/
(3.53)

F(x) (a) = -FOA (x)
l s(s — x)p(s)ds 1 p(s)ds
'x
'-1
1
•l
- 'x [s — x)p{s)ds -1 sp(s)ds),
1
l
l sp(s)ds),
.1
sp(s)ds
p{s)ds —
Hß) = <*( '-1 s2 p(s)ds
-l
-l
-l
l 5 (5 — x)p(s)ds >1 p(s)ds
B(x) (a,B) = -1
x
.1 [5 — x)p(s)ds 1 5 ms)ds,
- -1
-1
1
1
1 s2 p(s)ds 1
B(B,B) =
s p(s)ds.
p(s)ds —
sp(s)ds
-1
-1
-1
-1
—a

(3.54)
(3.55)

(3.56)
Notice that
aB^(a,fi).

= aB(&,(i)—d.

Remark 3.1 below—whereas

^X)(A)

= -i^/(z) +

By restoring the missing factor 27rV(S')/ J^1p(s)ds, we get (3.36).

•
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Remark 3.1. — By comparing
2.2, we get:
(3.57)

(3.54)

and

T(fi) = Tsl{-JT),

(3.56)

with

B(frp) =

(2.31)

and

(2.32)

in Corollary

Bn(-JT,-JT).

This was in fact quite expected as the action is the same on any fiber p-1((A : /i))
and coincides with the natural S1 -action on M.
Remark 3.2. — The extremal polynomial FQx is of degree less than m + 2 if and only
the normalized leading coefficient a is zero. In this case, F((l) = 0, by ( 3 . 5 4 ) , and,
by ( 3 . 5 3 ) , ( 3 . 3 6 ) then reduces to

J*x\a) =

(3.58)

-2irV(S)

FOA (x)
l Pnx{s)ds .
-1

Appendix A
The extremal polynomial for N = 1
We here compute the extremal polynomial FQX of any (admissible) Kàhler class on
an admissible ruled manifold M : P ( l ® L) —» S = •N Si in the case when N = 1.
U=l
The Kahler class Q\ is then determined by a unique real number A > 1, the chosen
(constant) scalar curvature s of S = Si and e = e\ which, without loss of generality,
will be chosen equal to 1, see Section 1.1. For convenience, we set
(A.l)

K =

s
d(d+l)'

where d denotes the complex dimension of S (we then have dimcM = d + 1 and FOA
is of degree at most d + 3 ) and we replace the variable x in ( — 1 , 1 ) by
X := \ + x,

(A.2)

in the interval (A - 1, A + 1 ) and we set P{X) = FQX (X): P = P{X) will be referred to
as the modified extremal polynomial of Q\] it will be occasionally denoted by PK(X)
or PK(X, A) to emphasize the dependence in K and A; it will be most often regarded
as a polynomial in X with coefficients in the field -R(A) of rational fractions in A; in
particular, except for poles, PK(X, A) is well-defined for any real (or complex) value
of A, not only for admissible A > 1. In terms of the modified extremal polynomial
P(X),
the boundary conditions ( 1 . 4 6 ) - ( 1 . 4 7 ) read as follows
P(A (A.3)

P'(A -

1) =
1) =

P(\ +

1 ) = 0,

2(A - l)d,

P'(X +

1) = -2(A

+ l)2,

whereas the second derivative of P has the form
(A.4)
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where a,/? are determined by (A.3), cf. Section 1.9. In particular, P is of the form
(A.5)

PK{X, A) = a0(A)Xd+3 + AI{\)XD+2

+ KX**1

+ a3(X)X + a4(A),

where ao,ai, 0 3 , 0 4 are rational fractions in A, which depend on K in an affine way
For convenience, we introduce
(A.6)

Sk(X) = (X + l)k + (X-l)h,

Ak(X) = (X + l)k

-(X-l)k.

Then, an, ai are solutions of the linear system:
(d + 3)Ad+2(X) a0 + (d + 2)Ad+1(X) 01 = - ( d + l)Ad(X) K - 2Sd(X),
(A.7)

((d + 3)Sd+2(X) - Ad+3)(X) a0 + ((d + 2)5,4+1 (A) - Ad+2)(X) oi
= (Ad+1(X) - (d + l)Sd(A)) K - 2Ad{X),

whereas 0 3 , 0 4 are deduced from ao,ai by
1
a3 = - (A*+3(A) a0 + A*+2(A) ai + «.Ad+i(A)),
2
1
(A - l)(Ad+2(A) a0 + Ad+i(A) 01 + « Ad(A)),
04 =
2

(A.8)

We thus get (see also [8]):
(A.9)

(A.10)

k
{S2d+2(X) + 2(A2 - l)d+1 + 4(d + 1)2(A2 - l)d)
MX)
1
(2il2d+2(A)-8(d+l)A(A2-l)d),
+
A(A)
(252rf+3(A) - 4A(A2 - l)d+1 - 8(d + l)(d + 2)A(A2 - l)d)
ai = k
A(A)
a0 =

+
(A.ll)

a3 =

1
( - 2 A2d+3(X) + 4(2d + 3)(A2 - l)d+1 + 16(d + 2)(A2 - l ) d ) ,
A(A)

(X2 - l)dK
A(A)

1
= 2 (A2 - l)3Ad_i(A) - 2(d + 2)2(A2 - l)An-i(A)

+ 2A(A2 - l)Ad+2(X) + 4(d + l ) ( d + 2)A4*+2(A)
3
(A2 - l)Ad+3(X) - 2(d+l)2Ad+3(X)
2
(A2 - l)d
- 2(A2 - l)2Ad - 2(2d + 3)(A2 - l)Ad+2(X)
+
A(A
=

- 8(d + 2)Ad+2{X) + 4(d + l)XAd+3(X)

.
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(A.12)

(A2 - l)d+1 K 3

a4 =

(A2 - 1)2AKA) + 2(d + 2)2(A2 - l)Ad(X)
2
- 2A(A2 - l ) A ^ i ( A ) - 4(d + l)(d + 2)XAd+1(X)

A(A)

+ 2(d+l)Md+2(A) +
+

(A2 - l)d+1
A(A

1 Ad+4(A)
2

4(d + 2)(A2 + l)Ad+1(X) - 4(d + l)A^d+2(A)

5

where we have set:
(A.13)

A(A) - -52d+4(A) + 4(d 4- 2)2(A2 -

+ 2(A2 - l)d+2.

Proposition A. 1. — For an?/ real number K, the discriminant of PK(X) is non-zero in
R(X).
Proof — In general, for any polynomial f(X) = n
X n—i= a0 n (X - U)
Lj = l
A=0 ut
with coefficients in some field K, with a0 ^ 0 and n > 1, the discriminant (10\ D(f),
of / is defined by
(A.14)

n

= a 2n-2

D(f) = a^R(f,f)

(TJ -TK)

U

f' (tj),

=Qn—Z

0

j=k

j=1

where
/ ' ) denotes the resultant ^ of / and its derivative / ' , and tj, j = 1,..., n,
denote the n roots of / in a suitable field extension K of K.
In the present case, we observe that PK{X), defined by (A.5), can be written as
PK(X) =

(A.16)

by setting $ ( X ) = -XdQ(X)

+ (X +

04(A)
03(A)

P'(X),

and

Q ( X ) = (d + 2) oo(A) X3 + ((d + 3) oo(A)
(A.17)
+ ( ( d + 2 ) ax (A)

04(A)
03(A)

04(A)

+ (d+l)ai(A))X2

03(A)

+ d/t) X + ( d + 1)

K

04(A)
03(A)

We then have R(P, P') = R($, P'), hence
3
(A.18)

D(P) = (-l)d(d

+ 2)d+3a0(A)d+3a3(A)d

p'(pi),
i=l

(10) \Ye here adopt the definition which appears in [28]. The definition in [6] differs by a factor
n(n-l)
2
(X - tj)
(n) Recall that the resultant R(f, g)~ of two polynomials f(X)m= A . * " - * = a0 •n
j=1
fi=0
m (X — ur), with aobo ^ 0, has the following expressions:
biX™-1
=
b0
and o = \ra
ri=C
r=l
•m (tj -ur) = aV? •n 9(t,-) = (-i)m"&g RM f (ur).
(A.15)
R(f,g) = a™b% rn
Lr=l
Lj=i lr=l
j=1
(-1)
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where /?i,/?2,/?3 denote the roots of Q in a suitable field extension, R(X), of R(X). It
follows that D(P) is zero in R(X) if and only if P ' ( A ) = 0 in R(X) for some i = 1, 2
or 3. We show that this cannot happen by considering the behaviour of the product
r3 P'(0i) near A = ± 1 . Notice that
[¿=1
1
a0(A) 9* [*=F2),
4
ai(X) =i -K±1,
I
(A.19)

a3 (A) * (-(d + l) / c) ± 2) (A =F
a4(A)^(dKT2)(ATl)d+1,
modulo terms of higher orders in (A =f 1) near A = ± 1 . We temporarily assume that
2 and K / 2 so that cu( A) is exactly of order 1 in (A =F 1) near A = ± 1 . We
d
a3 A
d+l '
also assume K ^ ± 2 and K ^ 0. It then follows that one root, p% say, of Q is of order

k=

1 as well, with
Ba =

(A.20)

KT

KT

2

d (ATI),
2
d+1

whereas the other two, /?i,/?2 tend to the roots, ri,r2 say, of the equation
(A21)

(d + 2)
4

(« t 2 ) I 2 t W + ! ) ( - « ±1)X

+ dK = 0,

which are both finite (as K / ± 2 ) and non zero (as K ^ 0). It is easily checked that,
for i = 1,2, the limit of P'(ßi) at A = ± 1 , which is equal to rf W-3 r? + (d + 2 ) ( - « ±
4
l)ri + (d + 1)«), is non-zero for any value of « ; indeed, a common root, r, of (A.21)
and of the equation
(A.22)

(d + 3)

(K T2)X2

+ (d + 2)(-K ± 1) X + (d + 1)K = 0.

4

2«
which is clearly impossible. In particular,
would satisfy r = - 2(-k+1) = (-«±1 '
«q=2
P (pi) and P \P2) are both non zero in A . As for P (P3), we have
P'(/33)Sa3(A) + ( d + l ) a 2 ^
)(A.23)

(d + 1)
2
2
)d +1— K(K =f d) (A+"l)d
= - (k + 2 +1)d ((k +
d
d+1

modulo terms of higher orders in A =F 1. If P'(Pz) was zero in if, the rhs of (A.23)
would be zero for A = — 1 and A = 1, meaning that K and — K would be both a root
of the equation
(A.24)

(X +

2
)D+1 - X(X
d+1

+

2
)d = o.
d
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On the other hand, if h(X) =
(A.24), we have that
(A.25)

cj =

d+1 Xd+l J denotes the polynomial in the rhs of
j=0 cj

2j f
j
Yj-1 (d),
(d + 1 - 7 ) ( d + l ) j-1dj

for j — 0 , . . . , d + 1, by setting <pk(x) = xk+x - (x - k)(x + l)fe, for any integer k. It
follows that CQ = ci = 0, whereas Cj > 0 for any j > 2. To prove the last assertion, it
is sufficient to check that (pk{x) is positive on [1, -foo) for all integers k > 1. Observe
that ipk(x) = (k + l)(pk-i(x). We then conclude by a simple argument by induction:
if ipk-i is positive, then <pk is increasing, hence positive on [1, +oo), as ipk(l) = 1; the
argument by induction is then completed by observing that ipi(x) = 1. We infer that
K and —K cannot be simultaneously roots of (A.24), proving that P'{Pz) is non-zero
in K. The case when K is ± 2 , ± | , ± ^ - which were discarded in the argument, is
solved by using the same argument at A = —1 or at A = 1 and by observing that
none of these values is a root of the equation (A.24). If K = 0, we observe that (A. 16)
holds with $ = -Xd+1 Q(X) and
Q(X) = (d + 2)a0(A)X2 + ((d + 3) a0(A)
(A.26)
+ (d + 2) ai(A)

a4(A)
+ (d+l)ai(A))X2
a3(A)

a4(A)
a3(A) .

This polynomial has two roots, a i , a 2 , in some extension of R(X) and, as before, the
discriminant of P is zero if and only if P'(ai) or P'iaz) is 0 in this extension. One of
these roots, a2 say, is zero at A = ± 1 , with 0L2 =(d+2) (A =F 1), whereas OL\ =2(d+l)
(d+1)
d+2 •
Then, P ' f a i ) = ± 2d+1(d+l)d+1 7^ 0 at A = ± 1 , whereas P'(ai) = as(A) is non-zero in
(d+2)d+2
i2(A). This completes the proof of Proposition A . l .
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